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,Author's Preface 

The advent of interdisciplinary sciences presents a problem 

to the writer. This problem stems primarily from the development 

of specialized terminologies in the established disciplines. there is 

no reason in principle why concepts in one area should be incompre

hensible to workers in another. I have tried to attack this communi

cation problem by presenting the material in this thesis with some 

sort of continuity so that one may progresl from Itructural to chern-
/" 

ical to biological considerations. Since I have not been able to do 

this completely, I have included a glossary in the Appendix. 

The exponential growth of the volume of scientific literature 

requires both omission and selection in reviewing previous work. 

My attitude in this thesis has been to cover only cursorily the areas 

in which good reviews exist, and to look closely at critical areas 

where there is controversy or where there exists no thorough dis

cUBsion in the literature. 



Abstract 

We have studied the effects of ion binding and DNA composition 

on the helix-coil denaturation of the DNA macromolecule. Among the 

systems studied, none gave a marked increase in the composition 

dependence of the denaturation conditions, an increase which would 

allow extensive fractionation of a compositionally disperse DNA sample. 

The binding of protons to DNA is extensive even before hyper

chromicity and irreversible changes in intrinsic viscosity are observed, 

and includes protonation of the cytosine heterocycle. It is intriguing 

that this cytosine protonation seems to require the breaking of hydrogen 

bonds in the Watson-Crick structure. 

The binding of Mg tt, Co *, or Ag + at low ionic strengths mark

edly stabilizes the helical conformation. We have evaluated the extent 

to which high concentrations of Na + ion reduce the binding of Mg * and 

Hi- ions. 

Broad transitjons are observed at low ionic strengths of Na + ion. 

and in the presence of the equivalent ratios r = O. Z Ag +, r = 0.5 Co tt, 

or r = 0.5 Mg tt. In the latter two cases, this broadening maybe due 

to the selective binding of cations to native DNA, but the broadening 

observed at low Na + concentrations may be due to a change in Zimm's 

parameters (1"0 and/or <7"j" 

The inactivation of the transforming ability of pneumococcal 

DNA for three characteristics was studied at 0.1 and 3x10-4 ionic 

strengths. Differences in denaturation temperature were observed 

which could not be correlated with the compositions deduced by Rolfe 

and Ephrussi-Taylor from density differences. At low ionic strengths, 

extremely broad inactivation curves were observed, and can be ex

plained by the renaturation made possible by the existence of short 

helical regions in low ionic strength denaturations. 
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I. Introduction. 

The general goal of the research reported in this thesis is to 

study the structure of DNA in aqueous solution in the hope · of finding 

techniques which are sensitive to the differences in structure between 

the various molecules obtained from an organism. We have focussed 

our attention on two properties of the DNA molecule: its denaturation 

and its interactions with small molecules. 

The progress made to date on the structure and function of DNA 

has concerned general features of its structure and biological replic

ation. One of the roadblocks to further progress lies in the fact that 

all current means of preparation of DNA give a collection of molecules 

representing the entire DNA complement of a cell. This heterogeneity 

stands in the way of an understanding of the structure of individual 

genes in non-viral organisms. Only in viral organisms has it been 

possible to isolate/ a .Ingle DNA molecule from one organism. 

The process of denaturation has been shown to depend to some 

extent on the composition of DN~ and on the presence of small ions 

and molecules. These small species often show compositional spec

ificity in their interaction with DNA. Therefore. we have been inter

ested in finding situations in which specific denaturation can be ob

tained. Since the physical and chemical properties of native and denat

ured DNA differ noticeably, it is possible to separate native DNA from 

denatured (Meselson, 1957, and Stevens and Duggan, 1957). There

fore, if one could specifically denature molecules in a preparation, 

one could separate molecules effectively. 

In the course of this work, it has been possible to learn much 

about the process of denaturation and the interaction between DNA 

and small molecular species. We shall present a fairly thorough 

study of acid and alkaline denaturation, and of thermal denaturation 

in the presence of varying concentrations of sodium, magnesium, 

cobalt (II), and silver ions. 

Since our primary concern has been whether any of these denat

urations offer great compositional specificity, so that one could resolve 
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heterogeneity, we have not made a complete study of these processes. 

Wherever it is appropriate, we have tried to point out alternative hypo

thellell to account for the unllolved problems we have unearthed. 
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II. Intr oductory discus sion. 

A. The structure of DNA. 

The current notions about the structure of DNA rest on crystal

lographic, hydrodynamic, optical, titration, and analytical data. 

(See, for example, Langridge, Wilson, Hooper, Wilkins and Hamilton 

1960. ) 

The pertinent crystallographic facts are that the two-dimension

al x-ray diffraction patterns from DNA fibers at high humidity suggest 

that DNA has a helical configuration with short and long repeat dist

ances of 3.4 R and 34 .x along the fiber axis (Wilkins. Gosling, and 

Seeds, 1951). This pattern is only one of the many produced by DNA 

under different conditions. It is. however. of primary interest be

cause it occurs at high humidity, and therefore may correspond to 

the conformation of DNA in aqueous solution. In addition. Wilkins 

and Randall (1953) /found this structure in cell nuclei. 

A second crystallographic requirement is a dimension of 18 X 
normal to the helical axis, corresponding to the diameter of the helix. 

This constant diameter restricts the mode of linking across the helix 

to links of constant length. 

Hydrodynamic experiments indicate that DNA is an anisotropic 

macromoiecu1e. Values of the intrinsic viscosity and sedimentation 

coefficient indicate that bacterial and mammalian samples have mo1e-
7 cular weights of the order of 10. The precise measurement of these 

molecular weights by hydrodynamic means is difficult because of the 

anisotropy of the molecules and because their size makes sediment

ation equilibrium measurements difficult. 

The anisotropy of these molecules is indicated by their flow 

birefringence and dichroism. Their ease of orientation in a shear 

gradient is exemplified by the pronounced non-newtonian viscosity 

behavior of DNA solutions. Doty, McGill, and Rice (1958) found that 

DNA molecules of various sizes, prepared by sonication, obey the 
o 37 

relationship S ~M· • This indicates that DNA is gently kinked and 

not strictly a rigid rod which would show no molecular weight depend-
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ence of its sedimentation coefficient. 

Optical data includes light-scattering measurements, which 

indicate a radius of gyration for native calf thymus DNA of 3000 .x 

for a s~mple with an estimated molecular weight of 6 xl06 . Optical 

rotation measurements indicate that the optical activity of the native 

DNA molecule differs from that of the constituent nucleotides. Ultra

violet absorption measurements indicate that the nucleotides absorb 

less strongly when they are arranged in the DNA molecule. This is 

the so-called hypochromic effect. 

Analytical data indicates that DNA is composed of four nucleo

tides polymerized as 3', 5'-phosphodiesters of deoxyribose, and that 

the mol fractions of adenylic acid (A) and thymidylic acid (T) are equal, 

as are those of guanylic acid (G) and cytidylic acid (C). for a sample 

of DNA. It should be pointed out that these data apply to the mean pro

perties of a group of molecules which are probably dissimilar (vide 

infra: DNA heter6geneity). 

These structural data can all be explained by an hypothesis of 

Watson and Crick (1953) stating that all DNA molecules in such samples 

are composed of two helical strands wound around a common axis 

and connected by hydrogen bonding between the bases which occur only 

in the pairs AT and GC (see Appendix I). There are ten base pairs 

per helical turn. and the pitch of the helix is 34 .x. The diameter of 

the helix is l8.x, and the GC and AT pairs can be placed on the helical 

staircase interchangeably, without bulging or crimping. 

Donohue and Trueblood (1960) have found other base-pair struct

ures which will fit these dimensions. The chief objections to intro

ducing other base pairs are the complementary mean base ratios and 

the simplicity of the genetic replication scheme based on the Watson

Crick structure. Neither of these objections is rigorous in excluding 

alternative pairing schemes. 
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B. Denaturation. 

1. The phenomenon of denaturation. 

The phenomenon of denaturation of DNA involves a change 

in macromolecular properties without extensive change in molecular 

weight. Whereas native DNA can be described as an extended, ordered, 

400;0 hypochromic structure. denatured DNA is much less extended, 

less hypochromic, less helical by optical rotation, and with vanishing 

biological activity. The extent of change in molecular weight upon 

denaturation is unclear because of experimental difficulties. There 

is evidence (Doty, Marmur, Eigner, and Schildkraut, 1960) that the 

molecular weight falls immediately to half its original value upon denat

uration, and that there is subsequently a further decrease in molecular 

weight. Under some conditions, there appears to be aggregation upon 

denaturation. At any rate, we can say that there is no extensive change 

in molecular weight upon denaturation. 

The transition from native to the denatured conformation occurs 

as a function of the variables T, pH, ionic strength, and concentration 

of small molecules such as alcohols, urea, and formamide. In that 

this transition generally has a temperature-breadth of only a few de

grees (or a small change in composition of the solution), it approxi

mates an ordinary phase transition, and one can draw phase diagrams 

for native and denatured DNA as functions of these intensive variables •. 

The variables T, pH, p. and urea concentration are discussed by 

Sturtevant. Rice, and Geiduschek (1958), and formamide concentration 

by Helmkamp and Tslo (1961). 

The denaturation reaction is relatively fast. Geiduschek and 

Sturtevant (1959) find reaction times of the order of one second for 

acid denaturation at 0
0 

and 25
0 

C, and thermal denaturation seem. 

to be complete in less than ten minutes at 0.1 f by biological criteria 

(Ginoza and Zimm, 1961). There do exist slow reactions, such as 

depurination and depolymerization by hydrolysis (Thomas and Doty, 

1956), both of which are more rapid in acidic solution than in neutral 

or alkaline solution, but which have half-lives of the order of hours 
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under conditions of denaturation. 

Thus, the states of denaturation generally observed represent 

steady states except that they change with time by these slow degrad

ations. The molecular nature of states of partial denaturation will 

be discussed in detail in this thesis, but we should now bear in mind 

that these states may represent one of several possible molecular 

conditions: 

1. Dynamic equilibrium, in which at any instant each molecule 

has some helical regions and some denatured regions. These 

regions reversibly change state by random fluctuations. 

l. Strict heterogeneity. in which denatured regions, which may 

be as large as entire molecules, have denatured irreversibly. 

The state of partial denaturation then represents the state in 

which some regions have passed critical conditions and others 

have not. This heterogeneity may be of two forms: 

(a) Macromolecular heterogeneity: differences in ease 

of denaturation between entire molecules. This might 

involve differences in composition, conformation, or 

size. 

(b) Internal (micro-) heterogeneity: differences in ease 

of denaturation between small regions of molecules. This 

might be due to differences in composition, sequence, or 

• '. position in the molecules. The present knowledge of heter

ogeneity in DNA will be discussed later. 

To state that the observed states of denaturation are equilibrium 

states is misleading because these states ordinarily cannot be approach

ed from both sides. If one heats a sample of DNA through its denat

uration transition and then recools .• apparently irreversible changes 

are observed. The recooled material is hyperchromic with respect 

to the native material at the same temperature, and much less extended. 

The same behavior is observed on acidic or alkaline titration, or in 

formamide denaturation. The transitions which are readily reversed 

are those in alcohols (Geiduschek and Gray, 1956) and with Hg(II) ion 

(Yamane and Davidson, 1961, and Dove and Yamane, 1960). These may 
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involve no breakage of hydrogen bonds. 

Marmur and Lane (1960) and Doty et al (1960) have found this 

irreversibility to be much reduced by cooling slowly, and attribute 

the residual denaturation to the slow processes mentioned above. 

We could account for the behavior observed in the fast cooling in the 

following way: 

There exist many conformations of DNA involving extensive 

hydrogen bonding, which are not completely complementary and there

fore highly kinked. There exists one perfectly paired. native structure 

which,' at room temperature, has the lowllst frlle energy of any con

formation. On cooling at a finite rate, the molecule has a high prob

ability of achieving a conformation of suboptimal stability, at least 

temporarily. At room temperature, the rate of transition from this 

denatured conformation to the native structure of optimal stability 

is too slow to be obl!!erved. At the elevated temperatures involved 

in renaturation, the rate of dissociation and rearrangement of the 

suboptimal state is high enough that the molecules can find the opt

imal, native state in an observable time. 

In this discus sion, we have not mentioned whether the strands 

of the double helix have separated in passing through denaturation. 

The work of Schildkraut, Marmur, and Doty (1961) indicates that this 

is true, and that renatured molecules result from strand reunion. 

Some objections can be raised to their interpretations (Delbrtlck, 1961). 

and we prefer to reserve judgement until the required critical exp

eriments are done. At CUly rate, we can extend our discussion to in

clude strand separation. There exist suboptimal strand-separated 

states whose free energy is comparable to that of suboptimal, strand

united states, but which require longer to attain the complementary 

native state because they must find their partner strand. Renaturation 

depends again on the rate of leaving the suboptimal state, and again we 

can understand the requirement for elevated temperatures for renat-

uration. 
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Let us summarize this one possible interpretation of the situation 

diagrammatically. Consider the reaction scheme 

55 • 
... 

NCUD • 

Here N represents native, complementary DNA; CUD is denatured 

DNA in which the complementary strands are still united, 55 is denat

ured DNA in which the strands are all separated; and NCUD is denat

ured DNA in which non-complementary strands are united (i. e., non

specific aggregation). 

The relative free energies of these states would be somewhat 

as indicated in figure 1. At room temperature, the native structure 

is much more stable than any other structure. at the renaturation 

temperature, the native structure is only slightly more stable. At 

the denaturation temperature, above this renaturation temperature, 

the free energies of all states are about equal. 

The rates of reaction may obey the relationships shown in 

figure Z. The temperature dependence of~. the collapse step, is 

quite pronounced, whereas all other rate constants have temperature 

dependences similar to that in diffusion. By both the theories of 

Kuhn (1957) and of Longuet-Higgins and Zimm (1960), the untangling 

(and retangling) of strands is a diffusional process. On the other 

hand, the severe temperature dependence of the rate of collapse, 

~. is ordinarily found in such cooperative situations, since the break

ing of one secondary bond enhances the breaking of another. This 

situation is observed in the rate of denaturation of proteins (Moore, 

1955). 

To understand the phenomena observed in this system of denat

uration, we must also discuss the relative importance of each step 

in the reaction sequence, in one situation, k -1 may be the rate lim

iting step in renaturation, while in another situation, it may be k_Z 

or k -3. 
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Figure 1. Relative free ener gies of various conceivable states of DNA. 

F 
···55 (p,Cone.) 

_- ___ - _-"'NCUD 
"·CUD 

---··N 

Low Temperature Renaturation Temperature 

Figure 2. Proposed temperature dependence of reaction rates 
for conversion of DNA conformations. 

log k 

T e m per a t ur e 
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The internal heterogeneity would be expected to influence the 

importance of the kl's vis-a-vis the kZ's. In a lIample with no internal 

heterogeneity, the reaction CUD > N would not be difficult, and 

the rate-limiting step in renaturation would be that measured by k -Z' 

Thill will be discussed in relation to the union of polyadenylic acid 

and polyuridylic acid. 

The molecular heterogeneity would be expected to influence the 

importance of the k31S vis-a-vis the kZ1s. For a heterogeneous sam

ple, non-complementary unions are much more probable than comple

mentary ones, and renaturation would be difficult. This, in fact, is 

the reason given by Doty, et al. (1960) for the failure of calf thymus 

DNA to renature. 

The length of the molecular strands would be expected to in

fluence the importance of k Z in denaturation. Long strands would 

have a more difficult time becoming disentangled than would short 

strands. This is the reason propolled by DelbrUck (1961) for the obs

ervation that viral DNAls renature more readily than bacterial DNA IS: 

they merely could not complete the reaction CUD > SS before 

being recooled. The theory of Longuet-Higginll and Zimm predicts 

that the time required for the strands to separate is proportional to 

the 5/ Z power of the molecular weight. 

We now see that this model of the denaturation reaction scheme 

can be used to discuss the results very flexibly. The difficulty is that 

experiments to measure these individual steps in denaturation, or even 

to identify them, are difficult and have not been done satisfactorily. 

Ross and Sturtevant (1960) have measured the rate of helix formation 

between poly A and poly U as a function of temperature, and found 

this rate tonleorease with increasing temperature. If we take this 

result over to the DNA case directly, we would expect renaturation 

to take place more rapidly at room temperature than at the elevated 

renaturation temperatures. That this result cannot be taken over 

blindly to the DNA case should be clear from our discussion. 

The result of Ross and Sturtevant, fitted to a nucleation kinetic 

model by Saunders and Ross (1960), can be understood in the following 
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way: there is no internal heterogeneity in the complex. and therefore 

the rate-limiting step in the formation of N from SS is the union of 

strands. This union is stable when n(T) base pairs are formed at 

temperature T. Complexes with less than n base pairs dissociate 

at this temperature . Thus, at any temperature T, Ross and Sturt

evant's experiment measures the difference in rate between the form

ation of an n-pair complex and the dissociation of an (n-l) -pair com

plex. The former process has a rate behaving somewhat as does k -Z' 

while the latter process has a rate behaving like k
Z

• This net rate, 

then, increases as one lowers the temperature. We could say that, 

at fairly high temperatures (not necessarily above the helix melting 

temperature) the rate of form3.tion of helix is low because it is im

probable that a poly A strand and a poly U strand could form hydro

gen bonds in enough places to stay together long enough to wrap up 

into a helical complex. At low temperature, the complementary 

strands have a high probability of forming a transient complex long 

enough to wind up into a helix. 

The rate of renaturation of DNA need not increase with decreas

ing temperature, however, because in this caae there may exist CUD 

states which become quite stable and, unlike any imperfect poly A

poly U states, cannot easily slide into the native state which is the 

most stable. Also, there may exist the NCUD states in the case of 

DNA. 

Thus, the use of poly A-poly U complex formation as a model 

for the DNA system can be interpreted on our reaction scheme, and 

certainly does not involve all of the processes which we must consider 

in the DNA case. 

We should now be aware of the possible effects of these renat

uration phenomena on our observations of DNA. There may be both 

reversible components and irreversible components in a denaturation 

experiment. Perfect renaturation reduces the irreversible compon

ent to zero. To what extent renaturation actually takes place is at 

present unclear, and its understanding hinge. on an understanding 
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of the kinetic relation.hips outlined here. Despite lack of understand

ing, it is important to bear in mind which component of the denatur

ation process a particular observation measures. 

2. Denaturation midpoint and breadth. 

We have now described the phenomenon of denaturation 

and formulated a reaction scheme with which to discuss it. We 

shall now investigate the information given us by a measurement of 

the midpoint of the transition and of the breadth of the transition, 

before outlining the statistical mechanical treatment which quanti

tatively predicts the midpoint and breadth. 

The midpoint of the helix-coil transition is useful in discussing 

this as a phase transition and gives information on the relative free 

energies of native and denatured conformations in a particular envir

onment. A finite transition breadth is alao observed, and can be 

measured by a sta;ndard deviation O"T if we approximate the transition 

profile as a normal probability integral. This transition breadth 

seems to be a function of the compositional heterogeneity of the sam

ple, being greater for calf thymus DNA than for microbial DNA, 

which in turn is greater than for bacteriophage DNA. It also seems to 

be non-zero for the most homogeneous DNA samples available--phage 

DNA and synthetic adenine-thymine (AT) polymer. We shall call 

the breadth of a homogeneous DNA the intrinsic breadth, and the 

additional breadth heterogeneity breadth. If the heterogeneity and 

intrinsic transition profiles are both gaussian, and they seem to 

approximate this, then, as Sueoka (1959) has shown, the variance of 

the total transition is the sum of the variances of these components) 

2 2 2 
0' tot = a het + c1' intr 

It should be recalled that there may well exist sources of in

t ernal heterogeneity, which contribute to the intrinsic breadth as 

we have defined it, and which are certainly different in the synthet

ic AT polymer than in a molecularly homogeneous viral DNA. 
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3. DNA heterogeneity. 

Current information on the heterogeneity of DNA prep

arations indicates both compositional and size heterogeneity in 

samples prepared by current techniques. Analysis of the DNA con

tent of different cells indicates that cells from sources of different 

biological complexity contain amounts of DNA increasing with the 

complexity of the source. as shown in table 1. 

Table 1. DNA content of cells from organisms of 

different complexity. 

DNA content Molecules 
Source (g) (MW: 6xl0 6) Reference 

~X174 phage 2.6xlO-18 
0.26 Sinsheimer 

T7 phage 0.6 10-16 
0.9

x 7.5 Sinsheimer 

T4 phage 2.5xlO-16 
25 Sinsheimer 

D. pne~moniae 1. 5 xlO-15 
150 Fox (1957) (bacterium) 

(1960) 

(1960) 

(1960) 

Calf thymus > 1000 Doty!! al (1960) (mammalian) 

If we start with the assumption that all cells 01" viruses of a 

given type have identical DNA complements, then a sample of bact

erial DNA may have as many as 150 molecules of molecular weight 
6 6 x 10 , whereas a sample of T4 DNA will have only 25 molecules of 

6 
molecular weight 6xlO . There is, indeed, evidence that one can 

6 
prepare a single molecule of weight 150 x 10 from a T4 particle. 

Compositional differences between fractions of calf thymlls 

DNA have been demonstrated in salt extraction of denatured DNA 

and its nucleoprotein, and between fractions isolated from the slightly 

basic histone and ecteola cellulose columns (Butler. 1958). These 

chromatographic separations appear to be unreliable in that some-
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times denaturation is produced, and fractions do not rechromatograph 

reproducibly. 

Physical differences between fractions of calf thymus DNA have 

also been demonstrated (Butler, 1958), with preparative sedimentation 

fractions exhibiting a range of sedimentation coefficients and intrinsic 

viscosities. 

Recently, compositional and density heterogeneity have been 

established not only for calf thymus DNA, but also for bacterial 

DNAs (see Sueoka, 1961). Thymus DNA exhibits a bimodal band in 

density gradient centrifugation (Meselson, 1957). By comparing the 

variance of the density gradient band with the variance expected from 

the MW determined by hydrodynamic methods, Sueoka (1961) calcul

ates a cr" GC for density heterogeneity of D. pneumoniae DNA corres

ponding to Z. 0 % in GC mol fraction. Sueoka, Marm'.lr, and Doty 

(1959), and Rolfe and Meselson (1959) had previously shown that there 
/ 

exists a linear relationship between buoyant density and mol fraction 

GC in native DNA. 

Marmur and Doty (1959) have also established a linear relation

ship between T and mol fraction GC for DNAs of mammalian, bact-
m 

erial, and viral origin. Sueoka et al (1959) have calculated the hetero-

geneity in GC content in a single preparation using this relationship 

and the observed transition breadth. This gives a higher estimate 

of GC heterogeneity~ cr" = 40/0 GC, than that given by density heterogen

eity. Rolfe and Ephrull8i-Tay1or (1961) have measured density differ

ences between four markers in D. pneumoniae DNA, finding that each 

marker bands as a homogeneous~pecies of MW 9 xl0
6 

(sodium salt), 

and that the four markers cover a region l. 0% GC in width on the 

heavy side of the band. This ma.gnitude of density heterogeneity is 

compatible with Sueoka'a (1961) estimate, although it is somewhat 

surprising that all markers should be significantly more dense than 

the mean . These results will be discussed in greater detail later in 

light of our studies on some of the same markers. 

The chromatographic fractions of Beiser, et al (1959) give 
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val~es of the GC heterogeneity of D .. pneumoniae DNA (Sueoka, 1959) 

higher than these lower estimates. This may be attributable to de

gradation. 

Thermal denaturation relults at 0.15 ionic strength on pneumo

coccal DNA also have indicated some fractionation. Doty, Marmur, 

and Sueoka (1959) have published preliminary reports of differences 

in sensitivity between the streptomycin and bryamycin markers. 

The experiments of Ginoza and Zimm (1961) indicate differences in 

the critical temperatures of different markers, and Roger and Hotch

kiss (1961) have reported marked differences between pneumococcal 

markers which gave extremely sharp denaturation transitions. 

In general it seems that the effect of density differences between 

m::llecules on their position in the density gradient is too small to 

allow extensive fractionation in this way. The effect of differences 

in composition on the denaturation transition seems also too small 

with respect to the intrinsic breadth to achieve selective denaturation 

and subsequent fractionation by separating native from denatured 

DNA. It might be possible to magnify the effect of differences be

tween molecules on either their buoyant density or on their stability, 

and thereby achieve significant separation of species. This latter 

possibility will be discussed for several cases in this thesis. 

4. Statistical mechanical treatment of the denaturation 

of a homogeneous sample. 

The statistical mechanical theory of the denaturation of 

a double-helical, DNA-like molecule has been developed by Rice and 

Wada (1958), Gibbs and DiMarzio (1959), Hill (1959), and most recently 

by Zimm (1960). We shall give a qualitative discussion of Zimm's 

treatment to enable us to view our denaturation experiments critic-

ally. 

The relative stabilities of helix and coil determine the mid

point of the transition, while the number of ways one can construct 

states of intermediate denaturation, weighted by the Boltzman factors 
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for their energies, determines the breadth of the transition. The 

midpoint of the transition occurs at that state in which the free 

energies of helix and coil are equal. The transition around this 

midpoint is very broad if one can intersperse helical and denatured 

regions along a molecule at will. The transition is sharp, a cooper

ative phenomenon, if one must keep all helical segments continuous. 

In thermodynamic notation, we can discuss the midpoint by 

writing out the contributions to the free energies of helix and coil. 

F h(T, ,Ii, XGC ' p) = Hh(pH, X GC ' p) - TSh , where we have 

neglected the heat capacity of the hydrogen bonds in limiting temper

ature dependence only to entropic factors. The pH dependence stems 

from breakage of hydrogen bonds by protonation, and from electro

static interactions between protons in native DNA and between these 

protons and the negatively charged phosphates. The X
GC 

dependence, 

reflected in the reSults of Marmur and Doty (1959), rests on the great

er energy of interaction in GC pairs than in AT pairs, perhaps simply 

because there are three hydrogen bonds in the former and only two 

in the latter • Alternatively. this is due to the interaction between 

the permanent dipoles in these nucleotides (Tinoco,196l). The f depend

ence includes the free energy of the cloud of counterions about the 

helical molecule, and the electrostatic self-energy of a charged hel

ical structure, which is a function of the screening provided by the 

medium in which the molecule is immersed. 

F c(T, pH, 1) = Hc(pH, T,p) - TSc" We have allowed no hydro

gen bonds in the denatured molec.ule, since we are interested in the 

temperature region around the transition point. The pH, ionic 

strength, and temperature dependence of the coil are displayed by 

the typical swelling properties of charged flexible macromolecules 

due to charge repulsions and configurational enthalpy. The ionic 

strength dependence includes also the electrostatic free energy of 

the counter ion cloud. 

At denaturation, neglecting kinetic barriers, we have F h = F c. 

We would expect SJ ~ on statistical grounds, since the coi14d con-
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formation can be achieved in many ways. 

effect in denaturation is chiefly entropic. 

Thus, the temperature 

The theory of Zimm in-

eludes the entropy term explicitly by introducing a statistical weight 

O'j for a loop of j segments, evaluating the entropy of this segment 

by the theory of Jacobsen and Stockmayer (1950). This entropy is 

compared to the entropy of a molecule with the same number of 

un bonded pairs, but at the end of the molecule. The energetic terms 

ar e represented in Zimm's treatment by a parameter s, defined 

by s = exp( - fT ), where E is the free energy difference between a 

helical pair and an unbonded pair. 

For treating the cooperative nature of the transition, Zimm 

introduces a parameter (1" , which is defined by cr = exp("';"'); e is o 0 K~ 

the difference in energy between states I and II in figure 3. The 

stacking energy e is a negative quantity because of the energy of 

"crystallization" of base pairs on top of one another. In crystals 

of aromatic hydrocarbons, this energy is of the order of 1 kcalper 

ring per mole, and so Zimm takes a value of 2-3 kcal per base pair 

for DNA. 

g' 
d 

, 
c c 

b 

z' 
I' 

I 'IT 

Figure 3. The definition of Zimm's cooperative parameter (1"0. 

For (1" = 1, there is no difference in energy between the situation 
o 

with all helical regions continuous and the situation with helical regions 

dispersed. The transition is rather broad, as many intermediate 
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states can exist. The only cooperative influence remaining is the 

fact that loops have lower entropy than free ends of the same number 

of unbanded segments . For 0-« I, the transition is more cooperative 
o 

and hence sharper, since helical regions tend to remain continuous. 

5. Relationship between hyperchromicity and fraction of 

unbonded .egments. 

Zimm's theory predicts the change in the fraction of 

bonded pairs with temperature around the transition point. Whether 

the hyperchromicity of the m.3.cromolecule changes in the same way 

depends upon whether this effect is a linear function of the fraction 

of bonded base pairs . Tinoco (1960) has explained the hypochromic 

effect on the basis of the interaction between excited dipoles in 

neighboring chromophores along the linear "crystal". These inter

actions are significant over distances not longer than seven base 

pairs. 

Applequist (1961) has recently calculated the non-linea r relation

ship between hyperchromicity and fraction of broken base pairs. How

ever, in the transitions we shall be concerned with, helical regions 

are, on the average, never shorter than twenty base pairs. according 

to the Zimm theory. Therefore, this non-linear effect should not be 

important in our experiments. This would become significant only 

when the average helical region becomes as short as seven base pairs 

in length. 

In this introduction we have discussed the current notions of 

the structure of DNA briefly, and the sort of experiments on which 

they rest . We have looked carefully at the phenomenon of denatur

ation in DNA, formulating a reaction scheme and describing qual

itatively a system of rate constants and temperature dependences 

which will account for the phenomena observed to date. We have dis

cussed the evidence for heterogeneity of DNA, and mentioned its 

effect upon denaturation. Finally, we have presented Zimm's theory 

of denaturation of a homogeneous double stranded molecule such as 

an individual DNA molecule. We have explicitly mentioned the sources 
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of temperature, ionic strength, composition, and pH dependence 

in denaturation, and the causes of the cooperative nature of the 

tr ans ition. 
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III. Experimental methods. 

A. DNA. 

1. Sources and preparation. 

Highly polymerized calf thymus DNA was obtained from 

Nutritional Biochemicals Corporation. AT polymer,- prepared by 

C. D. Radding, was kindly donated by Dr. A. Kornberg. Bacterial 

DNAs were prepared by the method of Marmur (1961) from the follow

ing strains: D. pneumoniae. antibiotic resistant mutants and trans

formants of strain R36A from Dr. H. Ephrussi-Taylor. B. megather

ium, strain KM (lysable) from Dr. S. Spiegelman via Dr. M. Meselson; 

E. coli, strains Kl2 and BJ' from Drs. R. Rolfe and A. Roller, resp

ectively. M. lysodeikticus, from Dr. R. Sinsheimer. 

The Marmur method was modified in the use of lysozyme followed 

by duponol in lysing, M. lysodeikticus. B. megatherium was lysed only 

by formation of protoplasts in 0.5 M sucrose by lysozyme, followed by 

dilution into buffer and addition of duponol. 

The quality of the DNA preparation was found to be highly 

dependent upon the state of the culture when lysed, as saturated 

cultures gave DNA in very low yield. The aerobes E. coli, B. mega

therium, and M. lysodeikticus were grown in aerated Hershey broth, 

while D. pneumoniae, which is micro-aerophilic, was grown in capped 

bottles in medium 1 (vide infra). The cells were harvested just before 
--- 9 

their final logarithmic division, which was at titers of 3 xlO for E. 

coli and M. lysodeikticus, 3xlO
S 

for B. megatherium, and 4xlO9"for 

D. pneumoniae. In the last case, high titers were obtained by making 
-S 
10 cultures in medium 1 and then adding glucose up to 0.75%. These 

forced cultures were kept neutral as indicated by phenol red by the 

addition of sodium hydroxide. The pneumococcus cultures are very 

sensitive to autolysis, a problem which seems to stem from trace 

amounts of detergent in the glassware. 

The Marmur method was modified also in that a cloudy residue, 

probably of protein, was removed before the final precipitation by cen-
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trifugation at 12,000 RPM in an SW 39 rotor for one hour. 

Worthington RNase was used. and freshly dissolved before use. 

Duponol (DuPont) was purified by recrystallization from ethanol. 

2. Solutions. 

DNA was dissolved by addition of small increments of 

solvent until a clear gel of concentration 0.5 - 1 mg/ml was obtained. 

These stock solutions, stable only when so concentrated. seem to 

suffer no degradation in one year if kept at 4 0 C. with a few drops of 

chloroform to prevent growth of organisms. 

Experimental solutions were prepared by dialysis of aliquots 

of these stock solutions (vide infra) against the required solvent. 

and then dilution into this solvent. 

3. Dialysis. 

Vis king tubing was used, after removal of ultraviolet 

absorbing impurities by boiling for a total of 25 minutes in two 
-3 

changes of 0.1 F verBene, pH 8, and three changes of 10 F caco-

dylate, pH 7. Tubing was stored in conductivity water (vide infra). 
o DialyBis was performed at 4 for a total of seven days against two 

-3 
changes of 0.1 F versene, pH 8. and three changes of 10 F cacodyl-

ate, pIlI 7, the last change being run for three days. 

B. Spectral titrations. 

1. Solutions. 

HCl04 and NaOH •. analytical grade, were used for all 

acid-base titrations of DNA reported. except that HCl was used in 

the early work reported in Dove. Wallace, and Davidson (1959) (q. v. ). 

The primary standard used was potaasium acid phthalate. The indic

ator was phenolphthalein. 
-3 

For DNA titrations in the alkaline region, solutions in 10 F 

phosphate buffer at pH 6.7. 0.1 F NaClO 4' were titrated with NaOH. 
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NaClO 4 was G. F. Smith, s odium phosphates were Mallinckrodt 

Analytical. NaOH was Baker Analytical. and Ht::10
4 

was Mallinckrodt 

Analytical. 

2. pH measurement. 

In the acid region, titrations of DNA by F. A. Wallace (1961) 

afford knowledge of the extent of proton binding and the apparent act

ivity coefficients of hydrogen ion down to 100
• Using these data, one 

can correct the pHF calculated from the formal concentration of acid 

to the pH read by a Beckman General Purpose glass electrode (1190-80) 

with a Beckman Model G pH meter. At the pH of denaturation, the 
-4 -5 number of protons bound in a 10 M DNA solution is about 5 xlO F, 

and this is negligible at pH less than 3. Apparent activity coefficients 

determined by Wallace were 1. 0, and so we can use pH
F 

as a good 

approximation to pH (pH
F 

is certainly a more useful quantity exper

imentally). 

In the alkaline region, a Beckman 40495 blue-glass electrode 

was used to determine the pH in blank titrations of phosphate buffer 

with NaOH, as a function of the ratio of these substances. Since this 

titration shows a buffer region in the area of interest in these exper

iments, and since DNA is dilute in these experiments, we can use the 

pH values from the blank titrations to calculate the pH during a DNA 

titration. 

3. Hyperchromicity and calculation of protonation. 

Spectra for neutral and for titrated samples of DNA were 

calculated from the nucleotide spectral data of Bock (1956), and the 

composition, without conaidering hyperchromicity. These predict 

an isosbestic point for protonation of 265 mp which shifts slightly on 

guanine protonation. On alkaline titration, the isosbestic point is 

sensitive to composition, but lies around 270 my. One can therefore 

take absorbance at these wavelengths to measure hyperchromicity 

independent of titration, and to give an estimate of the degree of 
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denatur ation. 

Since cytosine is the only base which changes its spectrum 

drastically on protonation, the extent of protonation of cytosine can 

be estimated by measuring changes at a wavelength such as 280 my 

and correcting for any hyperchromicity. 

Therefore, we use the following indices: 

For acid denaturation, h265 = 
a 265(pH) 

a 265(pH 7) 

For alkaline denaturation, h 270 '" 
a 270(pH) 

a 270 (pH 7) 

-1 a 280(pH) (h265) - a 280(pH 7) 
For protonation of cytosine, p = 

a 280 (pH 7) 

P is the fractional change in absorbance at 280 mp.. corrected 

for the hyperchromicity of the sample. To calculate the fraction of 

protonation of cytosine from p, we mll.8t refer it to the p for full pro-

tonation. Thb p can either be taken from the limit of the obs-max 
erved p as DNA fa titrated to low pH, or it can be calculated from the 

nucleotide spectra and the composition of the DNA. These two values, 

p (obs) and p (calc) do not, in general, agree for the DNA sam-
max max 

pIes we have studied. This is indicated in table 2. 

Table 2. Values of protonation index for various DNAs. 

DNA source 
p (obs) 

max 
p (calc) max 0/0 GC 

D. pneumoniae 0.2 0.266 39 

Calf thymus 0.3 0,275 42 

E. coli 0.3 0.378 50 

M. lysodeikticus 0.55 0.343 72 
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For low GC DNAs. the spectral changes observed at 280 mjl 

are less than would be expected on the basis of the :nucleotide spectra.. 

while for the GC rich DNA of M. lysodeikticus, the spectrum changes 

at Z80 rr!Jl on protonation much more than expected. The significance 

of this is unknown. 

Hyperchromicity seems also to be a function of composition, 

as one can see in table 3 (page 43). and from the data of Marmur and 

Doty (1959). These effects make it inadvisable to make quantitative 

calculations from the spectral changes observed in DNA • 

. 4. Method for spectral titrations. 

DNA samples were made up at concentrations about 30 

pg/ml in 0.1 F NaCl04 and. in the case of alkaline titrations. 10-
3 

F 

phosphate buffer. pH 6.7, and placed in a Pyrocell microcell holding 

1 mI. The cell wa~ ,placed in a special thermostable cell holder for 

the Beckman DU spectrophotometer. and titrated by delivering 

titrant from a microsyringe (Agla) through a connection of polyethyl

ene tubing to a heavy walled glass capillary dipping into the cell. 

Stirring was accomplished by moving this capillary up and down during 

delivery of titrant, since it had a curved end. Temperature control 

was provided by surrounding the cell with water containing 10% alcohol, 

and pumping water from a Precision Scientific Co. wiLter bath through 

a cooling coil in this com?artment. The water bath maintains a con

stant temperature within + O. Zoo and a thermometer in the cell com

partment indicated that this was the accuracy of the temperature con

trol. Stirring of the water in the cell compartment (except during 

absorbance measurements) provided uniform temperature. 

This compartment and titration apparatus are drawn schematic

ally in figure 4. 

C. Heating curves. 

1. Solutions. 

Stock DNA solutions, dialyzed as described above in 
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compartment 

Delivery and 
stirring tip 

SIDE-VIEW· CROSS-SECTION 

D 

mover 

, 
• • • • , 

TOP VIEW 

Figure 4: Spectral titration cell. 
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solutionll made excludvely from conductivity water (vide infra), were 
3 ----

stored in 10 - F cacodylate buffer at pH 7, at DNA concentrationll 

l-ZxlO-
3 

M (P). Theile solutions require no chloroform to prevent 

growth of organisms, presumably because of the toxicity of cacodyl

ate and the low ionic strength. 

Solution. of low ionic strength were prepared by Mr. T. T. 

Bopp, using conductivity water, technical grade cacodylic acid, 

Mallinckrodt Analytical MgClz' G F Smith Co(Cl04 )Z' and Baker 

Analytical NaOH for neutralization to pH 7. Their compollitions are: 

-4 -5 
1.56 xlO F NaCI~f 2.64 xlO F Cacodylate 

pH 7 P = 1. 7 x 10 

Sodium stock: 

Magnesium stock: -5 -5 5.20 xlO F MgClz' 2. 64x10 F Cacodylate 
-4 

pH 7 P = 1. 7 x 10 

-5 -5 
5. ZOxlO F Co(Cl~~2' 2. 64xlO F Caccrlylate 

pH7 p z l.7xl0 

Cobalt (II) stock: 

-4 -5 l05x10 F AgN0
3

, 9.0 xlO F Cacodylate 

7 -4 
pH P = 1.7 xlO 

Silver (1) stock: 

2. pH mea8urement, low ionic strength sample8. 

Aliquots of 8amples are tellted with the Beckman 40316 

one drop electrode after experimentll. Stable readings of pH are 

obtained with this electrode at low ionic 8trength, and with other 

electrodell if shielding is provided. 

All samples gave pH value II of 7.0 .:!:. 0.3 when prepared from 

these 8olution8. 

3. Conductivity water technique. 

Purita8 water wall redilltilled in pyrex equipment. and 

found to have a conductance of 1.15 pmho8/em, an improvement of 

500/0 over the tap distilled water. All equipment for low ionic strength 

experiment8 was exhaulltively cleaned with boiling water of thi8 80rt 
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(conductivity water). It was found that this was required to obtain 

reliable results, presumably because trace contaminants are strongly 

bound by DNA at low ionic strengths. 

4. Method for heating curves. 

-4 
Samples prepared at I xlO M (P) as described above 

were degassed by placing them in a chamber evacuated to 30 mm 

pressure, at which pressure dissolved air came out of solution but 

no extensive evaporation was observed. This step is necessary to 

prevent formation of air bubbles in the light path during heating ex

pe:cimellts. 

A Pyrocell microcell carefully cleaned with conductivity water 

was filled with such a solution, and capped with a glass stopper. 

Such cells were made by cementing tops on ordinary 0.6 ml cells 
o with Resiweld resin and curing above 100 • 

/ 

The cell was placed in a heating compartment constructed for 

the Cary Model 14 spectrophotometer. This compartment was insul

ated by polyurethane foam, heated by electrical heating tape controlled 

by a variac, and kept dry by a stream of argon through the entire 

Cary compartment. Temperatures near the sample cell were read by 

copper-constantan thermocouple whose junction was placed next to the 

cell. Water-ice was used for the reference junction, and the potential 

read on a Leeds and Northrop Model K-2 potentiometer. Calibration 

of the thermocouple was made against a thermometer standardized 

by the National Bureau of Standards, and it was found that recalib

ration was necessary for each thermocouple used. 

Samples were heated at a constant rate of 0.5 deg/min. An 

experiment at 0.1 deg/min showed no significant difference in result 

from one done at this rate. Temperatures and spectra were taken 
o on the fly. Samples could be heated to 95 in such an experiment 

with no detectable evaporation. 

Hyperchromicity was calculated at 260 mr for these samples. 

Blanks were run in the heating compartment and all spectra calculated 
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by difference. 

The heating compartment is described in figure 5. 

5. Calculation of O'"T. 

The area of the normal curve outside + 0.5 0- 18 0.618. 

Therefore, the range of temperature about the midpoint of the trans

ition which includes ±. 0.5 0'" is ±.19. 2"10 of the maximum hyperchrom

icity. We have therefore calculated 0'" T by 

~T = T (il + 0.192 h ) - T(li - O.l92h ) max max 

where h is the hyperchromicity at T • 
m 

D. Biological transformation experiments. 

Transformation experiments were performed by the technique 

of H. Ephrussi-T<\¥lor, which will be summarized because it has not 

been published. The compositions of the media uaed are described 

in Appendix IL 

1. Transformation system. 

Recipient strains of Q. pneumoniae must, of course, 

lack streptomycin (8), optochin (Q), and bryamycin (B) resistance. 

Either Cl~ of R36A. a strain descended from that used by H. 

Ephrussi-Taylor and by R. Hotchkiss, or Am. was used aa the 

recipient. 
r b m Donor DNA was prepared from a strain S Q B , resistant 

to all three antibiotics at the levels 200 rg/ml. 5 Jlg/ml, and 1.5 

pg/ml respectively. This strain was obtained by transformation 

of the strain SrQb, from H. Ephrussi-Taylor, by DNA from a 
r m 

strain S B • This bryamycin marker originated from DNA sent 

by Dr. J. Marmur. and is not necessarily identical to the marker 

used in the experiments of Rolfe and Ephrussi-Taylor, which had 

bean prepared from a mutant isolated by W. F. Dove. 

The streptomycin marker thus has a pedigree including the 
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marker used in the laboratories of Hotchkiss, Marmur, Ginoza, and 

Ephruui-Taylor. The optochin marker is used in the laboratory of 

Ephrussi-Taylor. The bryamycin marker is used by Marmur. Ginoza, 

and Hotchkiss. 

Transformation is effected by transfer of a fresh liquid culture 

of recipient bacteria into a preculture of medium p. inoculated at 
8 1:20. After 90 minutes growth (titer 10 ), the competence medium 

NS is inoculated at 1:25. Cells become competent (transformable) 

at a time determined by calibration on the previous day. At this time, 

aliquots are withdrawn and pipetted onto the DNA solutions to be 

assayed. Reaction for 20 minutes is followed by chilling, and then 
o dilution for plating. All cultures are incubated at 37 , and good 

temperature control (,±. 0.10
) is necessary to accurately judge the 

time of competence. 

This procedure can be modified by freezing the precultures 
, 0 

with 10% glycerol and storing at -20 • These frozen precultures 

can be used for several weeks to inoculate competence cultures. 

Plating is done in blood agar (0.2 ml defibrinated horse blood 

to 10 ml plate) with 0.2 ml fresh yeast extract for the Am strain. 

Plates are incubated for two hours to allow genetic incorporation 

and phenotypic expression before challenging the cells by overlayering 

with a measured volume of agar containing the amount of antibiotic 

required to give the correct final concentration. 

Transformants can be counted after 24-30 hours by the 

appearance of haloed clones. Plating is done so that between 

100 and 600 clones will appear per plate. The error arising just 

from sampling is, of course, (n)1/2 , and is therefore 10% at a 

count of 100. 

Pipetting, plating, and unknown errors make such experiments 

reliable to 20'0. 

2. Antibiotics. 

Dihydrostreptomycin sulfate is obtained from Squibb. 
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Optochin (ethyl hydrocupreine. Hel) is obtained from L. Light and 

Co., Colnbrook, England. Bryamycin is obtained from Bristol 

Laboratories. 
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IV. Results and Diseussion: Chemical experiments. 

We shall discuss now a number of topics which we have 

investigated experimentally. These topics are unified in that 

they are all concerned with the denaturation of DNA, the inter

action of DNA with small ions, and the heterogeneity of DNA. 

Each set of experiments will be discussed as it is presented. 

A general summary will be given at the end of this thesis. 

A. The acidic denaturation of DNA. 

1. General studies. 
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The denaturation of !INA by controlled treatment with mild acid 

generally resembles the heat denaturation .and results in the destruction 

of tl"e characteristic two-stranded helical structure. This is shown by 

." 
the marked decrease in viscosity, by the hyperchromic effect, and by the 

increased availability of the bases for acidic and basic titration (for reviews 

see Peacocke, 1957; Sturtevant, et a1., 1958). Light scattering indicates 

no significant decrease in molecular weight for thymus DNA (see, however, 

Cavalieri, ~~., 1959). However, at O' C, calf thymus and herring sperm 

DNA can be brought to a pH of 2.6 with the extent of protonation being ca. 

two protons per four P, without denaturation, as evidenc ed by the reversi-

bility of the titration curves and the unchanged and high intrinsic viscosity 

after reneutralization (Peacocke and Preston, 1958; Geiduschek, 1958; 

Cavalier i and Rosenberg, 1957). 

We have made a spectrophotometric study of the acidification of calf 

thymus DNA over the range of temperatures, 0'-30', and i onic strengths, 

0.1-0. 5 ~ (NaCl), in order to obtain further information about the sites of 

protonation and the effects of protonation on the ordered structure of native 

DNA. 

*Contribution No. 2524 
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Fig. I displays the essential results. As the pH is lowered, 

resulting as we shall see in the protonation of DNA, the absorbance 

at 257 m ... falls whereas that at 280 m ... increases. As more acid is 

added, a point i. reached where the light absorption at all wave lengths 

rises rapidly with decreasing pH and the ratio E 280 /E'65 continues to 

increase. 

It should be recalled that of the three basic nucleoside s, cytidine 

(pKa =4. 2) shows a decrease in E'57 and an increase in E'80 with proton-

ation, with an isosbestic point at 265 m.... The spectrum of adenosine 

(pKa =3.5) is little affected by protonation, whereas the weakest base, 

guanosine (pKa=1.6), shows significant changes only below 260 m ... and 

above 280 m .... 

Filii · II 

8 ·0 

4 .0 

14 ~ ::t. 
E E 
on on 
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E I., ~ 
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60 --;::: 
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o 
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u 
'on 
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C 

2~0 260 270 280 6 .0 ~ .o 4 .0 3.~ 3.0 2 . ~ 2 .0 
k em!') pH 

Fig. I. Absorption spectra of DNA at O. Ol!, O. 2)'C in 0. 1 M NaCl. 
A, original DNA, pH 6; B, pH 2 . 80; C, pH 2.42; D, pH 2 . 25; E, 
reneutralized, pH 8. 

Fig. II. Hyperchromicity~. pH on forward and back titrations at 
D· (A) and 30' (B). 

Fig. Ill. Intrinsic viscosity in acidic and reneutralized form~. pH. 
A, O' at pH indicated; B, 0', reneutralized from indicated pH; C, 30', 
at pH indicated; D, 30'. reneutralized from indicated pH. 
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The gene ral inc rease in absorption in the more acid solutions is 

a hype rchromic effect, indicating denaturation, and is well known f rom 

previous studies of the acid and heat denaturation. The changes in 

spectra before denaturation, 2'~" below pH 2.59 at O· and pH 3.32 at 

30·, are like the spectral changes on protonation of cytidine. Since 

cyt id ine and adenosine are stronger base s than guanosine, we attribute 

these changes to the protonation of cytosine in the DNA. We believe 

that the site of this protonation is the carbonyl oxyge n of c ytosine and that 

protonation he re need not disrupt the Watson-Crick pattern of hydro gen 

bonds. Briefly, the principal evidence for this hypothesis is the shift in 

spectr um of cytidine towards the red on protonation. Protonation of a 

sigma electron pa i r on the N-l ring nitrogen would have relatively little 

effect on the spectrum ; proto nation of the amino group would suppress 

the resonance of this group with the ring and shift the spectrum toward 
-' 

shorter wave lengths; whereas protonation of the carbonyl oxygen would 

increase the amount of resonance in the ring and cause the observed 

spectral effects. The spectra of most model compounds confirm the 

above statements. There are however some anomalies and exceptions, 

and we re gard our hypothesis as being probable, but not certain. 

By assuming that the shapes of the absorption curves of the bases 

are the same in native DNA as for the free bases, we calculate from the 

E >80/EZ65 ratios, plus the fact that thymus DNA contains 25 mol "/0 

cytosine, that at pH 2.7 at O· C (1-'=0.1 ~) about 90"/0 of the cytosine is 

protonated. At this point, according to pH-titrations, there are about 

1. 7 H+ per 4P atoms (in general agreement with the Peacocke and Preston 

titrations). The intrinsic viscosity of the reneutralized mater ial is the 

same as that of the starting material in a g reement with Geiduschek, and 

Cavalieri and Rosenberg. It is noteworthy that the isosbestic point f or 

protonation of the undenatured material shifts from 265 ml-' at 3 0 · to 

274 ml-' at 0·, 

314 
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The general hypochromic effect in native DNA is not und erstood, 

but it appears to be due to the compact pack ing of the bases. The spectra 

then indicate that this compact packing is not destroyed by protonation 

up to t h e denaturation point. 

We are tempted to conclude that at O' the molecule is stable with 

one proton on each adenine and one on each cytosine, but that denaturation 

occurs when protons are added to the guanine partners of some of the 

cytos ines. 

T he pH of denaturation behaves in the expected way as a function 

of temperature and ionic strength (Table I). The optical changes on 

denaturation (Fig . II) agree with those reported previously (Lawley, 1956) 

and indicate a partial recovery of order on reneutralizing the denatured 

material. 

T 
Il 

pHid 

+ "/0 CyH 

H+ /4P 

O' C 
0.1 

2.59 

90 

2 . 25 

95 

Table I 

Denaturation pH 

O' C 
0.5 

2.44 

83 

2 . 11 

91 

10 • 
0 .1 

2.73 

90 

1.6 

2.57 

89 

2 . 0 

20' 
0.1 

3.13 

80 

1.5 

2.79 

87 

2 . 0 

30' 
0.1 

3.3Z 

75 

1. 3 

3.07 

87 

1. 9 

30' 
0 .5 

2.9Z 

2.69 

pHid is pH of incipient denaturation; pHso is pH for 

50"/0 denaturation; "/. CyH+ is "/0 cytosine protonated 

at these points . 

By controlling the changes in either pH or tempe r a t ure, it is 

pos sible to produce p rtial den~turation . This is clear evidence for 

heterogene ity of calf thymus DNA in a g reement with the observatiens on 

315 
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its heat 'denaturation and density-gradient centrifugation (Doty, et a!. ,1959). 

The table shows that the effect of ionic strength is principally an 

effect on the titration cur ves. The higher the ionic strength , the lower 

the proton affinity of the bases because of the neutralization of the negative 

charge on the peripheral phosphate groups by the ionic medium. At an 

equal degree of protonation the sensitivity to denaturation ·i s about the 

same at high salt and low salt, indicating that the external salt does not 

greatly affect the repulsions between positively charged base g roups. 

CaU thymus DNA, prepared by a modified Mirsky-Pollister 

procedure, was supplied by the Nutritional Biochemicals Corporation: 

phosphorus 7.3'70 of bottle weight , protein, 1-3'70 ; E160=6. 58 x 1031 cm-
1 

-1 -1 
(mole P) ; (77) =73dlg • Sedimentation patterns of the acid-denatured, 

reneutralized material indicated a small amount of hydrolysis to 

fragments of lower molecular weight, but no significant formation of 

nucleotides . 
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2. The sites of protonation in DNA. 

The arguments referred to in this paper concerning 

resonance formi3 resulting from protonation of cytosine in various 

positions are presented in detail by Wallace (1960). We shall discuss 

this in the light of ideas subsequently presented by Dekker (1960) and 

w e shall mention some experimental results also recently published 

which bear on the question of the site of protonation in DNA. 

In figure 6 we have written out the resonance forms corres

ponding to N-3, N-7. and 0-2 protonation. It can be seen that pro

tonation of N -7 localizes the 'If electrons on this atom and would be 

expected to shift the absorption spectrum to shorter wavelengths . 

Indeed, the abs orption spectrum of aniline shifts in this way on pro

tonation. 

Protonation of N -3 localizes a pair of (f electrons on this atom. 

To the slight extent that these electrons are delocalized before pro 

tonation, a shift to shorter wavelengths would be expected, but cer

tainly not a shift to longer wavelengths. If pyridine is a model for 

this case, we are encouraged by the fact that no great spectral shift 

takes place on the protonation of pyridine. 

However. Bayzer (1957) reports that the spectrum of 2 - amino

pyridine undergoes a shift on protonation very similar to that observed 

for cytosine. Dekker (1960) has pointed out that protonation of N-3 

in cytosine allows one to write resonance forms with the positive 

charge on N-l, N-3, or N-7. The impQrtant fact is that this allows 

the amino group in cytosine (and in 2-amino-pyridine) to contribute 

its 'If electrons without charge separation. This might result in a 

shift of the absorption spectrum to longer wavelengths, and it does 

in the model compound. 

Protonation of 0-2 allows one to write an aromatic pyrimidine 

structure with the positive charge on N-l. This increases the arom

aticity of the system, and one would expect a shift in absorption to 

longer wavelengths. However. Dekker (1960) has reported that the 

protonation of cyc1ooctocytidine (I) (see figure 6) produces a spectrum 
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Figure 6. The protonation of cytidine and adenine. 



shifted to the blue with respect to cytidine, whereas protonated 

3-CH3 -6-iminocytidine (II) has a spectrum very much like that of 

protonated cytidine. This reported result seems to implicate N-3 

protonation of cytosine both in the free base and in DNA, and also 

seems to rule out O-Z protonation in both cases. 

Some additional information on the site of protonation of cyto

sine may be contained in the work of .Tardetzky and Jardetzky (1960). 

They have studied NMR spectra of cytidine and l-methylcytosine in 

acid media. They find that the C-6 proton undergoes a somewhat 

greater chemical shift during protonation than does the C-5 proton, 

and therefore conclude that the positive charge must lie partly on 

N-l. It seems that this result does argue against N-7 protonation 

in cytosine, but does not distinguish between O-Z and N-3 proton

ation. 

Miles (1961) llas taken infrared absorption spectra in DZO for 

a series of compounds A. B, and C (see figure 6). In acid solution 

they have very similar spectra between 1.6 and Z. Z Po" This also 

indicates that cytosine protonates on N-3 in solution. 

We must conclude then that the spectral changes observed in 

DNA protonation reflect N-3 protonation of cytosine. Subsequent to 

our work reported above, we have found that AT polymer shows no 

spectral changes on acidification until a general hyperchromic effect 

occurs. Expe'!'iments with bacterial DNAs of different composition 

indicate that one cannot quantitatively analyze the spectral changes 

to find the extent of cytosine protonation, since samples of high GC 

content demonstrate much larger changes at 280 my than would cor

respond to total protonation (see table 1, page 13). 

If we take N-l as the site of protonation of adenine, as it is in 

solid adenine hydrochloride (Cochran, 1951, and Broomhead, 1951). 

then it is necessary to break Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds each time 

we protonate one of these bases. It is quite intriguing that there is 

no hyperchromicity during the protonation prior to irreversible denat

uration. 
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The situation is different for thermal denaturation. In unpub

lished experiments by Dekker and Barrett (1961) (which have been con

firmed in this laboratory by R. Jensen) a calf thymus DNA sample at 

0.1 F is heated to a temperature where it displays 50% of it. full 

hyperchromicity. This sample will largely renature upon slow cool

ing. Thus. in this case too we can break half the hydrogen bonds 

without irreversibly denaturing the molecule. But, in contrast to 

denaturation by acid, there",h hyperchromicity in the state where 

half the hydrogen bonds are broken. 

3. Compositional selectivity. 

o 
a. Low pH, 25 • 

Our studies of the protonation of DNA in acid denatur

ation were perforI?ed primarily on calf thymus DNA. To deter

mine whether these denaturations exhibit any compositional select

ivity. we have performed spectral titrations on DNA samples of 

various compositions. It is found in this case that GC rich DNAs 

are more stable to acid denaturation at 25 0 than AT rich DNAs. 

The magnitude of the differences observed is not large enough to 

encourage fractionation by this method. Simultaneous experiments 

by Bunvi1le and Geiduschek (1960a) quantitatively agree with the 

results presented in table 3. 

pK IS 
a 

b. 
o 

Low pH, 0 • 

The fact that the cations of adenine and cytosine have 

of 4. 2 and 4.5 (Peacocke, 1958), while guanine cation has a 

pK of 3.2, indicates that adenine and cytosine are the first bases 
a 

to protonate, as discussed above. Thymine protonates only in strong 
o acid. At 0 , one must protonate about two out of four bases com-

pletely to cause denaturation, and it may be that guanine protonation 

becomes a significant factor in denaturation. If such is the case, a 
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Table 3. pH denaturation of DNAs. 

,Acid /Alkaline 

X
GC 

0 0 0 0 

Sample pH
F

,25 pHF,O pH,20 pH, 2 

D. pneumoniae 0.39 2.92 2.31 11.78 

Calf thymus 0.42 2.95 2.31 11.77 11.96 

E. coli 0.50 2.86 2.23 11.92 12.06 

M. 1ysodeikticus 0.72 2.74 2.20 11. 99 12.25 

h 
max 

Sample acid, 25 0 00 

D. pneumoniae 1. 51 1.45 
L.45 

Calf thymus 1.45 1.40 
1.43 

E. coli 
1. 51 1. 27 1.40 

M. 1ysodeikticus 1. 35 1.23 1.26 
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high GC content would begin to be a liability to a native molecule • One 

would then expect the dependence of pH of denaturation on GC content 

to be reduced and perhaps eventually reversed at low temperatures. 

Experiments at 00 indicate that the pH dependence of denaturation 

on GC content is indeed reduced, but not reversed. This is consistent 

with these notions about the order of protonation in DNA. The results. 

also summarized in table 3, are in agreement with subsequent unpub

lished results of Bunville and Geiduschek fl960b). 

B. The alkaline denaturation of DNA. 

1. General studies. 

The alkaline denaturation of calf thymus DNA was studied 

by spectral titrations and by observing changes in the intrinsic vis

cosity of solutions brought to a given pH and then reneutralized. As 

in the case of acid denaturation, irreversible changes in viscosity 

can be correlated with the onset of hyperchromicity. shown in figure 7. 

In the case of alkaline titrations. there seems to be a marked 

component of denaturation at early stages in the titration. This may 

be simply due to the mixing problem, which would be made more ser

ious if the rate of denaturation is greater for alkaline denaturation 

than for acid. If this is due to mixing, then our results indicate that 

tb.e sensitive way to bring a sample to a given pH is to dilute an ali

quot of a DNA stock in a buffer of the required pH, at 0
0 

C, and then 
o to warm up to ZO. By this technique, a sample will never experience 

more severe conditions than those under which it is to be tested. 

Z. Compositional selectivity at high pH, ZO and ZOo • 

Guanine and thymine both have acid dissociation constants 

with pK = 10. In DNA, however, guanine interacts more strongly 
a 

with its partner than does thymine. This might selectively raise the 

pK of guanine. 
a 

We would then expect to find increased relative sens-

itivity to denaturation in AT rich molecules in the alkaline region. 
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and irreversible viscosity changes in calf thymus DNA. 
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Spectral titrations in phosphate buffer. r = 0.1, gave rise to sharp 

transitions, as seen in figure 7. Spectral changes due to titration 

result in there being no stable isosbestic wavelength, and the calcul

ation of hyperchromicity is therefore approximate. 

The denaturation pH1s for these samples at ZO and at ZOo are 

listed in table 3. At ZOo. no large differences in denaturation pH 

was observed, and our hope of finding a significantly enhanced pH 

dependence on GC content is not substantiated. It is interesting to 

note, further. that at 2°, no change in the pH dependence on compo

sition is observed, although one has to titrate the molecules to higher 

pH to cause denaturation. This indicates that G and T have pK's which 

are nearly equal, and that no other groups are being titrated in this 

region. 

C. Neutral pH, O.lr. 

A series of samples of DNA of varying composition were heated 

at 0.1 r in NaCIO 4' buffered at pH 7. The results were essentially 

the same as those of Marmur and Doty (1959) at 0.15 )1. therebyest

ablishing that the method of denaturation used was reliable and the 

compositions of the samples prepared were the expected ones. A lin

ear relationship between T m and XGC can be found. These thermal 

denaturation curves are presented in figure'S. 

The greater transition breadth observed for calf thymus DNA 

is not unexpected. As was seen in our studies of acid denaturation, 

samples rich in AT seem to show more hyperchrornicity on denatur

ation than do samples rich in GC. The reason for this is unknown 

(Tinoco, 1961). 

D. Neutral pH, low ionic strength. 

1. Ionic strength dependence of denaturation. 

It has been reported that DNA denatures more easily at 

low ionic strength than at high (Cavalieri, Rosoff. and Rosenberg. 
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-0-0- B. megatherium 
_1---4 - D. pneumoniae 
-X-IC- Calf thymus 
-Gl-9- E. coli 
_~_ A- M. lysodeikticus 

XGC 

0.38 
0.39 
0.42 
0.50 
0.72 

T 
m 

82.3 
82.2 
84.8 
88.6 

100.2 

O"'T 

2.6 
3.4 
4.9 
2.9 
1.2 

Figure 8. Thermal denaturation of DNAs at 0.1 f. pH 70 
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1956). A heating curve published by Doty (1958) indicates a noticeably 

broader transition profile at 10- 3 p than at 0.15 p. One would also 

expect the binding of positive ions to be greater at low ionic strength 

than at high, since the phosphate groups would'le less shielded at low 

sodium ion concentrations. For these reasons. we have systematically 

studied denaturation at low ionic strengths in sodium ion medium. 

A sample of B. megatherium DNA (380/0 GC) was studied at pH 7 

(cacodylate) in a series of concentrations of NaCl04 • The heating 

curves in figure 9 indicate that the melting temperature is closely 

a linear function of pNa. and that the transition breadth more than 

doubles in going from p = 0.1 to P = 3 x 10-
4

• 

Experiments by Cavalieri. Rosoff, and Rosenberg (1956) indicate 

that pH may be an important factor in these low ionic strength exper

iments. However, from their results. one would expect no protonation 

of DNA at pH 7 at 3 xlO- 4 p. Furthermore~ the results of Oth (l959) 

on changes in sedimentation coefficient on acidification at low ionic 

strength (lxlO- 3 ) indicate that the transition observed takes place 
EZ60 

between pH 5 and pH 4. Calculation of EZ80 at 0.1 r gave the same 
-4 . l'd f value as at 3 x 10 p. so that there l·S no spectra eVl ence or pro-

tonation. 

It could be argues that the increased breadth at low ionic strength 

is due simply to the fact that DNA denatures at a lower rate at low 
o 

temperatures. We normally have heated samples at the rate of 0.5 

per minute. at all temperatures. To rule out this possible lag effect. 

samples of E. coli DNA were heated at the normal heating rate and 

at 0.10 per minute at low ionic strength. The transition profiles ob

tained were identical, within the customary experimental reproduci

bility. 

We now see that at low ionic strengths equilibrium heating 

curves show significantly broader transition profiles than at high 

ionic strengths. This can be accounted for by several hypotheses. 

1. The AT pair is stabilized selectively by ionic strength, 

for example by ionic interaction with the charge distributions 
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on the adenine or thy=ine heterocycles. At low ionic strength. 

then. AT would be destabilized with respect to GC more than 

at high ionic strength. and O"T = O"GC aci:c> would be greater. 

Z. The intrinsic breadth of the helix-coil transition is increased 

at low ionic strength either by a change in 0"'0 or in O"'j" If elect

rostatic forces would decrease the stacking energy e which de

termines 0"'0' then (1'0 would approach 1 at low ionic IItrengths, 

and the transition would be come broad. Alternatively, entropic 

cooperative factors would be lost if at low ionic strength the en

tropy of free ends were reduced with respect to .. tbe entropy of 

loops. Thus, 0". would be changed in a way that would produce 
J 

broadening. 

3. There is selective binding of counterions to native DNA com

pared to denatured DNA. 
, 

The electrostatic bin'!ing of counterions decreases the free 

energy of the helical conformation more than it does that of the coil. 

This is the reason for the increase of melting temperature with in

creasing ionic strength. If also the binding of counterions is stronger 

for native DNA than for denatured, a partially denatured sample will 

have a predominance of sodium ions around IItill-native regions rather 

than denatured regionll. These native regions would be further pro

tected, and there would result a broad transition. This hypothesis 

is plausible in light of the results of Shack and Bynum (1959), that 

Mg ++ is bound more strongly by native DNA than by denatured. Ascoli 

et al (1961) report similar results for Na + ion. 

z. -4 
Compositional selectivity at neutral pH, 3 xlO p. 

It is clear that we can decide on the merits of hypothesis 1 by 

measuring d~T at high and at low ionic strength. The 0.1 p exp-
GC -4 

eriments were dlacussed above. At 3xl0 p, pH 7, we have per-

formed heating curves on samples of various compositions. Exper-
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iments at low ionic strength are reproducible only to =2°, as has . been 

discussed, but even with this · experimental uncertainty, we can see in 

table 4 that there is not sufficient change in d~ T from 0.1 f to 3xlO-
4 

GC 
)l to account for the change in 0' T' Thus, we are required to conclude 

that it is a change in the intrinsic transition breadth. by either hypo

thesis 2 or 3, which accounts for the change in total transition breadth. 

The biological experiments to be discussed later will bear on this 

point also. We shall also discuss the lack of plausibility of hypothesis 

3, 

E. The interaction of Mg ++ with DNA. 

1. Stoichiometry and strength of binding. 

Conductometric measurements at low ionic strength by 

Doty and Zubay (1958) and by Felsenfeld and Huang (1959) indicate that 
++ -Mg is strongly bound to DNA. The stoichiometry and relative 

strengths of binding to native and to denatured DNA. when determined 

in this way. are unreliable (Dekker, 1960). Experiments by Shack 

and Bynum (1959) at pH 9 to 10, using eriochrome black T as a Mg ++ 
i~dicator, show that Mg ++ is strongly bound up to one equivalent per 

phosphate, that it is displaced by excess Na +, and that it is bound 

more strongly by native than by denatured DNA. 

The effect of the binding of Mg ++ on the denaturation of DNA 

was first noticed by R. Thomas (1955). He observed that calf thymus 
-3 DNA denatured at room temperature in the presence of 5xlO M 

sodium ion, but that it was stable in the presence of concentrations 
-5 of magnesium ion down to 5xlO M. We have studied this phenom-

enon to gain information about the stoichiometry of the binding, the 

competition with Na +. the relative binding affinities of Mg ++ for 

native and denatured DNA, and to see if Mg ++ exhibits any comp

ositional selectivity. 
-4 ++ At f = 3 xlO , we can vary the concentration of Mg from 

o to 1 x 10-4 M, and find the temperature of melting as a function of 
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Table 4. COInposition dependence of ther=a1 denaturation. 

TIn -
SaInple 

X
GC 0.1 }l 

c:r T 3xlO-4p O'"T '* + tr: ---- r=lMg r=.2Ag 2 

B. InegatheriuIn 0.38 82.3 2.6 35.2 5.3 78.9 72.9 10.3 

Calf thymus 0.42 84.8 4.9 38.5 

E. coli 0.50 88.6 2.9 42.6 82.6 82.2 11.0 

M. 1ysodeikticus 0.72 100.2 1.2 52.7 87.6 92.5 11.3 

~dT=152 dXGC 
54 61 
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r. the ratio of equivalents of Mg ++ to equivalents of phosphate. In 

figure 9 are shown these heating curves for ~ megatherium DNA; 

they indicate that there is about one equivalent of Mg ++ bound per 

phosphate. The binding is strong. since at r = 2 the molecule has 

little more stability than at r := 1, as seen in figures 10 and 11. 

It is interesting also to note the pronounced broadening of the 

transition at r:= 0.5. The only reasonable explanation for this broad

ening which comes to mind 18 discussed as hypothesis 3 above: that 
++ native DNA binds Mg more strongly than does denatured. and that 

when a partially protected molecule does denature. its bound Mg ++ 

ions tend to migrate to still-native molecules and enhance their 

stability. 

2. Competition between Mg ++ and Na +. 

It is secondly of interest to study the relative binding 
+ / ++ 

strengths of Na and Mg by competition, to check the magnitude 

of the ratio given by relative stabilization abilities, which was 500 

at r := 1. .M r := 1, Mg ++ -DNA solution was made up. increments 

of NaClO 4 wera added. and T m determined. The results, presented 

in figure 12, indicate that Na + ion competes more effectively than pre

viously calculated. but that its effectiveness in stabilizing the helix 

per bound charge ia less than that of Mg++. In short. two Na + ions 

can replace one Mg ++, but cannot stabilize the native structure as 

well. It seems. then. that although the effectiveness of Mg ++ in stab

ilizing DNA sterns primarily from its stronger electrostatic binding, 

its steric properties also contribute to the stabilization. Mg ++ seems 

to be sterically suited to interaction with the charge configuration in 

native DNA. 

F. The interaction of Co ++ with DNA. 

Experiments by P. Brook. (1960) indicate that Co ++ confers 
++ 

stability upon DNA in much the same way as we have shown Mg 

ion does. Experiments were performed with our samples using our 
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Figure 11. Transition midpoint for the denaturation of B. megatherium 

DNA in the presence of Co++ and Mg++, u= 3 xlO-
4 , pH 7. 
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denaturation technique in order to cOInpare the action of Co++ Inore 

closely with that of Mg ++ In the case of Co ++, as shown in figure 11, 

the binding is also strong and saturated at r = 1, but the protection 

conferred is sOInewhat less than that of Mg ++. AssUIning there are 

no steric differences in the actions of Mg ++ and Co ++, the binding of 

Co ++ is not as strong as that of Mg ++ 

G C .. 1 1 .. f M ++ d C ++ .. oInposlhona se ectlvlty 0 g an 0 

We are finally interested in deterInining whether Mg ++ or Co ++ 

display any cOInpositional selectivity in stabilizing DNA. The stab

ilization of B . InegatheriuIn, ~ coli, and M. lysodeikticus DNAs by 

r = 1 Mg ++ was seen to decrease significantly with GC content. SiInilar 

results for two of these saInples were observed with Co ++. On the 

other hand, we have seen that the stabilization given by increasing 

the sodiUIn ion concentration froIn 3 x 10-
4 

to 10-1 is independent of 

cOInposition. These results are shown in figure 13. 

This cOInpositional selectivity in the stabilization of DNA by 

Mg ++ and Co ++ is Inarked and certainly experiInenta11y significant. 

There are two conceivable sources of this effect. 

1. Selective binding. Either AT pairs in native DNA bind 

these divalent ions Inore strongly than do GC pairs in native 

DNA, or else GC pairs in denatured DNA bind these ions Inore 

strongly than do AT pairs in denatured DNA. 

Zubay (1959) presents evidence for the binding of Mg ++ to the 

heterocyclic bases in DNA. ConductoInetric IneasureInents indicate 

Inore extensive binding to denatured DNA than to native. Also, hydroxy

Inethylation of DNA with forInaldehyde decreases the binding of Mg ++, 

also Ineasured conductoInetrically. Zubay likens the binding of Mg ++ 

by 8-hydroxyquinoline to the interaction he would expect between 

Mg ++ and guanine. This would require guanine to exist in its enol 

tautoIner, and could therefore only take place in denatured DNA. 

Zubay also considers a chelate between adenine and Mg ++ involving 
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the electrons of N-7 and the electrons of N-IO in forming a iive

mernbered ring with Mg++. This raquires that the adenine amino 

group be non-coplanar with the adenine ring, and therefore this 

interaction also could only take place in denatured DNA. 

The interpretations of Zubay could account for our result. The 

observation that Mg++ is bound rnore strongly by denatured DNA than 

by native is probably incorrect (Shack and Bynum, 1959. and Dekker, 

1960). Nevertheless, there may still be significant binding in denat

ured DNA such as a complex between guanine and Mg++. The strong 

complexing of Mg++ by native DNA may include a chelate between 

adenine and Mg++, not like the chelate proposed by Zubay, but rather 

with a proton displaced from the N-IO amino group. This chelate 

enables the hydrogen bonding to be maintained. 

Thus, on the selective binding hypothesis, we could account 

for the greater stabilization of AT rich molecules either by a com

plex of Mg++ with adenine in native DNA, or a cOIIlplex between Mg++ 

and guanine in denatured DNA. Both of these binding modes predict 

the liberation of protons on the binding of Mg++ by either native or 

denatured DNA. These models, however, are both somewhat unlikely 

because there is no large difference between the action of Mg++ and 

that of Co++. The binding constant of Co++ for 8-hydroxyquinoline is 

greater than that of Mg++ by a factor of 10
6 

tBjerrum • .=.! al, 1957). 

2. Temperature dependence of the binding. The extent of 

binding decreases at high temperatures. Since GC rich DNAs 

denature at higher temperatures than do AT rich DNAs, they 

are less protected by Mg++ at their denaturation temperatures 

than are the lower melting AT rich DNAs. 

The binding of Mg++ by phosphate has been shown to have 
o 0 

positive enthalpy change in the temperature region 20 to 50 (Clarke, 

etal, 1954). Ii this is true in the binding by DNA, then the binding 

will increase with increasing temperature. 

However, if the DNA case is different from that of the SIIlall 

ion pair formation. and exhibits a negative enthalpy change in the 
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region of 600 to 1000
• the binding of Mg++ and Co++ will decrease with 

increasing teInperature. This second hypothesis can be experimentally 

evaluated only by measuring the teInperature dependence of binding at 

high teInperature. 

We are not able to decide on the basis of the available evidence 

whether either of these hypotheses are acceptable in explaining the 

selective stabilization by Mg++ and Co++ of AT rich DNAs. There are 

drawbacks to each hypothesis, but no strong evidence for or against 

either one. 

H. The influence of Ag+ ion on the denaturation of DNA. 

ExperiInents by T. YaInane(1961) indicate that Ag+ forIns COIn

plexes with the heterocyclic bases in native DNA without irreversible 

denaturation. The first cOInplex is saturated at r = 0.2 Ag+, and a 

second cOInplex ts,JIaturated at r = 0.5. Moreover, Ag+ seeInS to bind 

GC rich DNAs Inore strongly than AT rich Inolecules. U Ag+ stabilizes 

native DNA. then one might expect a broadening of the transition due 

to its selective stabilization of already-stable GC rich regions. 

It was found that at r = O. Z. Ag+ does indeed stabilize DNA at 

low ionic strength, as shown in figure 14. What is Inore. these are 

extreInely broad transitions, with a"T :0 nO. and our hope of finding 

broadening due to selective stabilization seeInS to be well founded. 

However, comparison of T at r = 0.2 Ag+ for different saInples In 
gives no significant change in AT • and the broadening Inust be 

GC 
due to SOIne other cause~. This will be discussed Inore with regard 

to our biological experiInents, and certainly the nature of the inter

action of DNA with Ag+ reInains intriguing and incompletely studied. 

I. SumInary and discussion of denaturation results. 

We have studied the denaturation of DNA saInples in a number 

of systeInlJ, observing the relative stabilities of helix and coil and 

the breadth of the transition. Use of samples of different nucleotide 
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composition has enabled us to look for effects on the stability of DNA 

specific for base composition. 

In pH denaturation. we have found no marked differences in 

sensitivity as a function of composition. We have found a change in 
dpH . 0 0 

d X for acid denaturation In going from 25 to 0 , and attribute 
GC 

this to participation of guanine protonation in denaturation -- partici-
o 0 pation which is more significant at 0 than at 25 • 

Thermal denaturations at 0.1]1, at 3 x 10-
4 f' and in the presence 

of r = 0.2 Ag+ all exhibit the same cOIllposition dependence. However, 

at r = 1 Mg++ or Co++. AT rich DNAs seem to be stabilized more than 

GC rich DNAs. We have mentioned two sorts of explanation for this 

observation. 

By none of these techniques, then, has there been a magnification 

of the difference in stability of AT and GC base pairs, and therefore 

none of them seeIllS to be a promising attack on the Illolecular hetero

geneity problem. 

We have, however, found interesting properties of the intrinsic 

transition breadth. At low ionic strength in Na+ ion. at r ;: 0.5 Mg++ 

or Co++, and at r = 0.2 Ag+, saIllples of bacterial DNA show broad 

transitions, which must be due to large intrinsic breadths. We have 

discussed two alternative explanations for this incre'ased breadth at 

low ionic strength. One is a change in CT"0 or O'"j' making the trans

ition less cooperative. This allows Illore states of intermediate denat

uration, thereby bringing internal heterogeneity into play. This in

ternal heterogeneity may be in sequence, in completeness of pairing, 

or in the presence of single-strand breaks in the samples as they are 

prepared. 

Secondly. the increased broadening may be due to the fact that 

native DNA electrostatically binds ions more strongly than does de

natured. This is known to be true for Mg++ and Na+, and is presum

ably true also for Co++. However, recent experiIllents by Yamane 

(1961) indicate that this is not true for Ag+, at least at 0.1 y. The Ag+ 

case may therefore be different. 
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We can make some calculations to decide on the plausibility of 

each hypothesis we have proposed to account for the increased transi

tion breadth at low ionic strength. For the transition broadening to 

be due to a change in a' • we require a value of 0.1 for (1' at low ionic o 0 

strength, or 1 kcal/base pair for e. At high ionic strength, where we 

neglect electrostatic repulsions, e :: 2 kcal/base pair. Therefore, 

we require a repulsive energy at low ionic strengths of about 1 kcal/ 

base pair. In figure 3, if we assume the dielectric medium is not 

significantly changed in going from the loop to the free ends structure. 

we see that this energy arises only from repulsion between diagonal 

members of base pairs 2 and 3, since the distance between phosphate 

groups on the same chain does not change on denaturation. There 

are. of course, repulsions between such charges as on d and d' in 

structure II, and neglecting these makes our estimate of the repulsive 

energy difference too high. 

We calculate, on the basis of the Watson-Crick model, that 
2 

e = q = 0.4 kcal/base pair. taking the phosphate groups 
rep 4xlOx20 1 

as half shielded by sodium counterions (Inman and Jordan, 1960) and 

a dielectric constant as low as 10 for the inside of the molecule. 

Thus, even this generous estimate of the repulsive energies could 

account for only a part of the broadening obs.erved at low ionic strength. 

On the other hand. we find also that the broadening to be expected 

from the selective binding mechanism is also not nearly large enough 

to account for the observed effect. 

The experiments on the denaturation of B. megatherium DNA 

at 0.1)1 and at 3 x 10-
4 )1 indicate that at low ionic strength the.,rnid

point is 50 higher than it would have been had the denaturation begun 

at the same temperature as was observed at low ionic strength, but 

had the transition been as sharp a. that at high ionic strength. 

The experiments of Ascoli, et al (1961) indicate that the value 

of pNa changes by 0.3 upon thermal denaturation of sodium DNA by 

6 -3 heat at a DNA concentration of .7x10 • From the charge-fraction 
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data of Irunan and Jordan. one can calculate binding constants for 

sodium ion which predict this result of Ascoli. et ale For native DNA. 
3 -1 6 2 -:r-Kf = 5x10 M ; for denatured, ~f = 5. x10 M • Using these bind-

ing constants, one can see that for a DNA concentration of 1x10-4 and 

a sodium ion concentration of 3 x10- 4 , the free Na+ ion concentration 

changes by about 5 x 10-5 on half-denaturation under these conditions. 

This change in free sodium ion concentration would produce a shift 

of the midpoint of only I or 2 degrees. compared to the 5 degree shift 

observed. 

Thus. we cannot quantitatively account for the broadening of 

the denaturation transition by either of these two mechanisms by which 

the intrinsic transition breadth would be affected. In fact, the sum of 

the two effects is about half as great in magnitude as the effect ob

served. 

It is possible that our approximations in calculating a" for the o 
low ionic strength transition are entirely incorrect in that we have 

not considered the structure of the dielectric medium and the counter

ion distribution in detail around the loop and free-ends structure. To 

do this would be very difficult. In light of this, we cannot rule out 

the <Y hypothesis in accounting for the broadening of the transition. o 
We can, however, quite reasonably dismiss the selective binding hypo-

thesis to account for the broadening in low concentrations of sodium ion. 

It is more likely that it is a change in O"'j which accounts for the 

broadening observed at low ionic strength. As one lowers the ionic 

strength. denatured DNA becomes highly extended, and therefore this 

component decreases in entropy. Zimm calculates O"'j by the model 

of Jacobsen and Stockmayer. which compares the entropy of a loop 

to that of a random flight chain. This may become a poor model at 

low ionic strengths. We would expect O"j to change in the direction 

which would account for the broader transition observed. 

The broadening of the thermal denaturation transition begins to 

occur even at 10-
2 

ionic strength. This indi.cates that the broadening 

mechanism is indeed an electrostatic interaction affecting a"o or 6j. 
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In a homogeneous electrolyte solution, interactions extend over dis-
1/2 0 1 

tances of the order of the Debye length, given by K = 0.33 ]I tAro' 

at room temperature, in aqueous media. Thus, for e. = I, K-l = 3 A, 
-2 -1 0 -4 1 0 for p = 10 • K = 30 Ai and for Jl = 10 , K- = 300 A. These Debye 

lengths are overestimated for the interactions within the polyelectro

lyte, since there is binding of counterions to the macromolecule. In 

any case, we would not expect large electrostatic interactions be

tween charges on ~ chain at f C 1, since the charges are separated 

by more than 3.4 A. We would expect charge interactions to become 

significant when the ionic strength becomes a8 low as 10-2 • 

Our chemical experiments have therefore established that 

none of the systems studied enhanced the difference in stability be

tween Ar rich and GC rich DNAs. We have established that in sys

tems containing non-saturating concentrations of interacting cations, 

very broad intrinsic transitions are observed. These broad transi

tions may be due to the selective binding of counterions by native 

DNA compared to denatured in the cases of non-saturating concen

trations of Mg++ and Co++, but at low concentrations of sodium ion, 

some other mechanism produces broadening; perhaps it is an effect 

upon Zimm's cooperative parameters cr or (1' •• 
o J 

In looking for approaches to the problem of the heterogeneity 

of a single preparation of DNA, then, the most interesting systems 

to look at to date are those which produce broad intrinsic transitions. 

Even though no specificities based on gross composition are involved, 

these br.:Jad intrinsic transitions may elucidate features of the internal 

heterogeneity of individual molecules. 

The means of observing individual molecules in a single prep

aration of DNA is to study the transforming activity of DNA prepared 

from a strain of D. pneumoniae which has several distinguishable 

genetic determinants. We shall discuss this technique and the exp

eriments we have performed by means of it. 
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V. Results and Discussion: Biological experiments. 

A. The as say. 

Microbial transformation is a phenomenon whereby genetic 

information is transferred from one mutant of a species to another 

by purified DNA. It has been developed to date in four organisms, 

D. pneumoniae. B. subtilis, H. iniluenzae. and rhizobium. DNA 

is isolated from cells of genetic characteristic A. Cells lacking 

characteristic A are grown to a physiological state called competence 

in which they can irreversibly incorporate DNA molecules. DNA 

from A cells is added. and one finds a certain fraction of the recipient 

cells display characteristic A within a few generations. These trans

formed cells can pass on this characteristic to their progeny, and 

are hence genetically transformed. 

By means of this phenomenon, one can assay a sample of DNA 

for its content of biologically active molecules. The interpretation 

of this assay rests on a number of experiments, and is discussed 

thoroughly in Appendix ID. From our analysis of this assay. we 

must say that the current models of reaction are insufficient to 

account for the several experimental facts on the behavior of the 

assay curve and the binding of DNA. It is difficult to construct a 

more satisfactory model because of the lack of decisive experiments. 

For tbese reasons, we feel that we cannot draw any conclusions 

about the type of changes in the active molecules which accompany 

a loss in activity of a sample of DNA. We cannot decide whether 

the activity of a denatured sample consists of a fraction of molecules 

which have renatured. 0; insteaq, of all marked molecules. In this 

latter case, all the marked molecules would have either a reduced 

binding efficienty or a reduced efficiency of genetic incorporation 

once bound. 

B. Transformation results. 

Assays in the linear region of the response curve (ca. 0.07 

rg Iml)· were used to measure biological activities. Slow renaturation 
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processes did not seem to be taking place, since assays thirteen days 

apart gave results agreeing to within :1:1010 for samples stored at 4 0 

in O. Z M phosphate. pH 7. 

1. 0.1 f inactivation. 

The experiments of Ginoza and Zimm (1961) indicate that 

the fast component of denaturation is essentially complete in fifteen 

minutes. and that the slow component has progressed very little in 

that time. Therefore. samples were placed in a constant temperature 

bath for fifteen minutes, and then aliquots were withdrawn and diluted 

into phosphate buffer. The inactivation curves in figure 15 were there

by obtained. 

Sharp inactivation is observed for all three markers, with the 

average O"'T = O.So. The inactivations of Roger and Hotchkiss indic

ated trT less than 0.40 (the total uncertainty in temperature in their 
/ 0 

experiments), while those of Marmur and Lane have crT = 1.5 • and 

Ginoza and Zimm have ""T = 0.6
0

• 

Z. Low f inactivation. 

-4 0 0 
The kinetics of inactivation at 3 xlO J1 at 40 , 60 , and 

70
0 

indicated that the slow component was negligible even at 70
0 

over 

periods up to four hours, and so one can either withdraw samples 

from a constant temperature bath, or from a sample being taken 

through a heating curve. Both methods were used, and the inactivation 

curves in figure 16 were obWned, to be compared to the hyperchrom

icity curve also in figure 16. 

The breadth of the inactivation curves is markedly increased 

over that at 0.1)1. with the average ~T = 11.3°. Apparently the sep

aration between the midpoints of markers is also increased. 

If we take the breadth of the inactivation of a single marker as 

a measure of the intrinsic breadth, then we can calculate the hetero

geneity breadth of a particular sample. If this heterogeneity breadth 
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is due only to base coznposition. it should be independent of ionic 

strength by the reaults reported above. 

Taking the high ionic strength result that crT, intr = 0.8
0 

and 
o 0 

(J"'T.tot = 2.8 , we calculate O"'T,het = 2.7 • Here we have used the 

gaussian approxiznation. Taking this value for (J"'T, het' and the low 

ionic strength result eJ"'T,tot = 6.4
0

, we would expect that at low ionic 

strength we would find cr:T . t = 5.80
• The observed transition 

,ln r 
breadth for the inactivation of a single znarker at low ionic strength 

is ~T . t = 11.3
0

• This inactivation breadth is therefore unexpect-,ln r 
edly large, and we znust conclude that the 1088 of biological activity 

in low ionic strength denaturation is a different function of the total 

hyperchromicity profile than at high ionic strength. Reasons for 

this will be discussed presently. 

3. Inactivation at low r in the presence of r = 0.2 Ag+. 

The ki~etics of inactivation in the presence of Ag + indic

ate a rather rapid slow coznponent, precluding reliance on the tech

nique of withdrawing aliquots during heating curves. Analysis of the 

fast coznponent of the inactivation reaction shows that there is no 

znagnification of differences between znarkers, and that the transition 

is rather broad. Thus. again we znust conclude that Ag+ produces 

broad transitions without any selectivity in stabilization. 

The fact that the slow inactivation coznponent is rather serious 

in the presence of Ag+ iluggeats that the braadth observed znay be. 

in part, due to this degradation. It is known that protonated DNA 

undergoes depurination znore rapidly than does DNA in neutral sol

ution (Thoznas and Doty, 1957). and it znay be that Ag + binds guanine 

and/or adenine in a way siznilar to protonatiDn. thereby enhancing 

depurination by reducing the electron density of N-9. Experiznents 

to test this hypothesis can be done. 

4. Kinetics. 

The kinetics of inactivation of DNA have been thoroughly 
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discussed by Guild and Ginozafi96l) and by Ginoza and Zimm. The 

slow inactivation seems to depend strongly on the mode of preparation, 

as DNA deproteinized by the Sevag treatment exhibits an early slow 

component compared to DNA deproteinized by phenol. Extrapolation 

of these results to 750 indicates that the inactivation observed with 

r = 0.2 Ag+ is severe, but the proper control has not been done in 

this laboratory. 

The kinetics of loss of activity under various conditions are 

shown in figure 17. 

C. Discussion: Three antibiotic resistance markers in pneumo-

coccus. 

To relate the inactivation of the genetic markers in a sample 

with the hyperchromicity of the sample involves the question of recovery 

upon recooling. T,his recovery seems to be partially determined by 

the rate of cooling, by the concentration of the DNA. and by the ionic 

strength of the medium in which the cooling is.d'3ne. In all our biolo

gical experiments. we have used a quenching technique whereby we 

dilute a small aliquot of heated sample in a large volume of room 

temperature phosphate buffer. The experiments of Doty. et al (1960) 

indicate that renaturation does not take place extensively at this 

temperature for samples heated far above the denaturation transition 

at bigh iDnicc~8tJ:ength. 

Experiments by Marmur and Lane (1960) show that pneumo

coccal DNA behavea on fast cooling at 0.15 r as shown in figure 11. 

Curve ~ represents the hyperchromicity measured at temperature T. 

Curve b represents the hyperchromicity measured at room tempera

ture for a sample heated to T and th';ln rapidly recooled. The mid

points of these two curves are different, with T tal 85° and T (b) 
m m 

o 
88 • 
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Figure 18 . Hyperchromicity of pneumococcal DNA (Marmur and Lane); 

(a) at elevated temperature T; 
(b) at room temperature after recooling from T. 

Since we have performed our high ionic strength experiments 

by- ia3t cooling. it i. r~a8onable to refer o'~r denaturatio:J. re.ults to 

the midpoint which -would be ob.er .... ed for the recooled sarnple. The 

only differanee between our ro!cooling procedure and that of Marrnur 

and Lane is that we withdraw an aliquot into a rootn tern:>erature 

micropipet and dilute into buffer. whereas Marmur and Lane cool at 

high concentratio::l by immersing the h·~t cell in water. We therefore 

take a T 30 above the midpoint observed in the heating curve as a 
m 

referenc3. for ")ur inactivation experiments. 

Experiments i!l this laboratory by Mr. T. T. Bopp a..'ld Mr. R. 

Jensen indicate, furthermQre~ that fast or slow cooling of .ampl •• 

denatured at low ionic strength reaulta in very little recoyery by o~tical 
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criteria. However. when concentrated NaClO 4 or r ;:: 1 Mg++ ia 

added to these irreversibly denatured samples. complete optical 

recovery is observed overnight. These recovered samples do not 

display the denaturation curves typical of native samples. showing 

some denaturation at temperatures below the expected transition 

region. 

Thus, we might expect to find some sort of renaturation phen

omenon in phosphate buffer even for samples fully denatured by 

optical criteria at low ionic strength. 

The results presented in figures 15 and 16 are summarized 

in table 5. They indicate that there.!s a marked difference between 

the inactivation at high ionic strength and that at low ionic strength. 

At high ionic strength, the midpoint of each marker lies near the 

center of the irreversible hyperchromicity transition. and the breadths 

of inactivation are smaller than the total breadth measured optically. 
/ 

On the other hand, at low ionic strength the midpoint of the inactiva-

tion of each marker lies far above the midpoint of the hyperchromicity 

curve which would be obtained by heating to a given temperature and 

then recooling at low ionic strength. Furthermore, the breadths of 

inactivation are markedly larger than the total transition breadth 

measured optically. We shall discuss this further after discussing 

the differences observed between markers in their inactivation. 

There is general agreement from denaturation data on the 

relative stabilities of the 5 r and B
m 

markers. The density and stabi

lity of the Qb marker. however, do not agree quantitatively, nor do 

they agree relative to other markers. We cannot pres. this point 
d m 

because we have no assurance that the Band B markers are the 

same. although they have the same antibiotic resistance threshold. 

The result could be accounted for. however. by stating that the Qb 

marker has a larger cross-section for thermal inactivation than do 

the other markers. This explanation rests on the idea that states of 

intermediate denaturation exist, whereby some regions of molecules 

are melted and others are native. A marker would behave in trans-
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Table 5. Observed denaturation differences between markers. 

Marmur Ginoza 
Reported here lit Lane to: Zimm 

0.1 f -4 
0.15 P ; 0.15 F 3xlO p 

Marker Tm (TT Tm O"T T T m m 

Sr 85.0 0.9 47.5 12.1 89.0 90.5 
Qb 83.4 0.9 41.8 10.9 

B m 84.4 0.7 43.4 10.9 87.5 88.5 
Bd 

Hyperchr. 82.2 3.4 38.6 6.4 85.5 (ambient) 

Hyperchr. _85 ,.., 39 88.5 frecoo1ed) 

Table 6. Calculated compositional differences, XGC - XGC• 

between markers. 

Marker 

Rolfe Ir: 
Ephru8si- Taylor 

Mo1ec. Den8!ity 

+0.016 

+0.012 

vs. Recoo1ed h. 
O.lr 3x10-4 r 
0.000 +0.17 

-0.030 +0.06 

-0.011 +0.09 

va.Ambient h. 
0.1 r 3x10-~ 

+0.053 +0.169 

to.023 +0.061 

+0.042 +0.091 
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formation much less efficiently if a melted region were near it. 

It ill known from ultraviolet inactivation data (Litman and Ephrussi

Taylor. 1961) that the cross-section for inactivation of Qb is ten times 

that for Sr in this strain. Therefore, this explanation may be sensible. 

Ignoring these possible size effects, we calculate the composi

tional differences tabulated in table 6. For high ionic strength denat

urations, using the hyperchrotnicity for recooled samples as a refer

ence, we find all markers denature with a tnidpoint at or below the 

mean. On the other hand, Rolfe and Ephrussi-Taylor find these mark

ers all to have gross densities above the mean. A gross interpreta

tion of this result is that the genetically active portion of each of these 

molecules is rich in AT. Another interpretation is that the genetically 

active molecules renature less readily than do the rest of the popula

tion renature by optical criteria. This second explanation seems 

plausible when we realize that optical renaturation may involve non

specific and also complementary, but denatured, unions (NCUD and 

CUD states), whereas genetic renaturation may require N states. 

The cOInpositional differences calculated froIn low ionic strength 

denaturations are far greater tluut those detertnined by Inolecular 

density and by high ionic strength denaturation. The cOInpositions 

calculated are all far to the GC side of the total composition. This 

result as well as the Inarked broadening observed at low ionic strength 

will now be discussed in terms of renaturation. 

At low ionic strength the broadening InechanisIn allows small 

helical regions to exist, regions which Inay be sInall enough to be very 

rich in GC. These sInall. GC rich regions reInain helical at teInper

atures far above the tnidpoint of the transition and are nearly undetect

able in their effect on the hyperchroInicity of the saInple. However, 

they are iInportant in allowing extensive regions, if not whole Inole

cules, to renature at room teInperature when O. Z F phosphate buffer 

is added. 

We are thus Ineasuring, by this interpretation, the melting out 

of the sInall, Inost stable regions of the Inolecules carrying each Inarker. 
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Quite understandably, the midpoints of the inactivation are far on the 

GC side. 

We are thus postulating that, at low ionic strength, the reaction 

N ~ CUD may go at low temperatures, but the reaction CUD ~ SS 

requires 'much higher temperatures. because of the stabilization of 

the small helical regions in the CUD molecules. small regions which 

are very rich in GC and which are allowed to exist as helices by the 

mechanism which broadens the intrinsic transition. 

This point of view accounts quite reasonably for the marked 

shift in the midpoint of the low ionic strength inactivation to much 

higher temperatures than is observed optically. The very marked 

breadth of the loss of transforming activity must be attributed, however. 

to sorne source of heterogeneity in this effect. This heterogeneity must 

be internal. It could consist of several regions which maintain helicity 

to different high temperatures. The eventual loss of one of these re

gions prevents the ~renaturation of one portion of the molecule. and 

hence the reduced biological activity of the entire molecule. A sec-

ond possible cause of internal heterogeneity would be the existence 

of single strand breaks. The first type of internal heterogeneity 

would operate only if there exist renaturad states in which part of 

a molecule is helical and part still denatured. The second type of 

internal heterogeneity results in "strand separation" for small regions, 

and does not have this requirement. 

It seems likely, then. that the broad inactivation curves observed 

at low ionic strength are due to a renaturation phenomenon dependent 

on the presence of small regions which maintain their helicity to high 

temperatures. This interpretation rests on the statement that renat

uration can take place extensively in our experiments if the strands 

have not separated. 

Critical experiments to test these interpretations of the low 

ionic strength inactivation of markers do not readily suggest them

selves. Both sources of heterogeneity in renaturability would predict 

that a recooled sample will contain molecules of varying content of 

denatured or of "stripped" regions, and that the transforming ability 
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of a molecule would decrease as its content of such regions increased. 

This prediction could be experimentally investigated. for example, by 

determining the transformation activity of a partially active sample as 

a function of density. 
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VI. Summary. 

We have studied the denaturation of DNA in the presence of ions 

which interact with the macromolecule in different ways. We have 

studied the compositional specificity of these denaturations. We have 

then investigated the inactivation of three antibiotic resistance markers 

in pneumococcal transforming principle in some of these systems. 

The binding of ions. 

1. Cytosine is protonated extensively in the. acid titration of DNA 

before irreversible denaturation occurs. The site of protonation. 

probably N-3. requires the breakage of hydrogen bonds, and yet no 

hyperchromicity is observed until irreversible changes take place. 

2. The effect of increased NaT concentration on the acid denaturation 

of DNA is primari!y to reduce the extent of protonation at any pH, 

rather than to stabilize the molecule at a given extent of protonation. 

3. Magnesium, cobalt (ll) and silver (I) ions are strongly bound to 

DNA. Magnesium and cobalt binding is saturated at one equivalent 

per phosphate. All three ions produce marked stabilization of the 

native conformation at low ionic strengths. 

4. Sodium ion competes weakly with magnesium ion for binding to 

DNA. and is not quite as effective in stabilizing the native conform

ation once it is bound. 

The transition midpoint. 

1. There is cooperation between thermal energies and effects of 

titration in both the alkaline and acid regions in bringing about denat

uration. Lower temperature s require more extensive protonation. or 

more extensive deprotonation to produce denaturation. 

2. There is cooperation between thermal energies and electrostatic 

energies in producing denaturation. These electrostatic energies are 
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affected by the binding of cations to DNA. The order of effectiveness 

in stabilizing DNA is Na+«Co++< Mg++< Ag+. 

The transition breadth. 

1. Acid and alkaline denaturations have transition breadths of about 

0.2 pH units under all conditions studied. 

2. In the presence of limited concentrations of ions which are bound 

by DNA, broad transitions are observed. Compared to the transition 

breadth at 0.1 ionic strength, the breadths are twice as great at 3xlO- 4 

f in sodium ion, and at r:..= 0.5 Coif or Mg++. The breadths are four 

times as great at r = O. Z Ag+. These increased breadths are not 

attributable to an increased dependence of the denaturation temperature 

on base composition in these media. The broadening at low ionic strength 

in sodium ion is probably due to a change in the energetic or entropic 

cooperative factors' 0" or 0" .• 
o J 

Compositional dependence of denaturation. 

1. Alkaline denaturation at ZO and ZOo and acid denaturation at Z5° 

display the same composition dependence of the pH of denaturation. 

In all these cases, GC rich DNAs are more stable than AT rich DNAs. 

At 0°, the composition dependence of acid denaturation is reduced, 

and this is attributed to the increased importance of guanine proton

ation in the acid denaturation at 00. 

2. Thermal denaturation in the presence of sodium ion, either at high 

or low ionic strength, has the composition dependence reported by 

Marmur and Doty. 

3. Thermal denaturation in the presence of r = O.Z Ag+ has essentially 

this same composition dependence. 

4. The stabilization of DNA by Mg++ and by Coif at r = 1 at low ionic 

strength is greater for AT rich DNAs than for GC rich DNAs. This 

could be attributed either to selective binding or to a decrease in bind-
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ing at higher temperatures. 

The inactivation of three markers in pneumococcal transforming 

principle. 

1. The inactivation temperatures of the Sr and B m markers at 0.1 f 
qualitatively agree with those reported by Marmur and Lane and by 

Ginoza and Zimm. With the inactivation temperature of the Qb marker, 

they predict compositional differences between the molecules carrying 

these markers which are of the same magnitude as those determined by 

densit},,-gradient techniques by Rolfe and Ephrussi-Taylor. The comp

ositions determined by denaturation do not quantitatively agree. how

ever. with the gross compositions. The relation between the inact

ivation of these markers and the o?tical changes in the entire sample 

indicates either that the genetically active portion of each molecule 

is rich in AT, or else that renaturation is more particular for genetic 

molecules than for others. 

2. The low ionic strength inactivation of these markers displays a 

marked breadth and a shift to higher temperatures relative to the opt

ical transition. This can most reasonably be interpreted as due to 

renaturation of molecules which have not completely denatured or 

strand-separated. The difference between high and low ionic strength 

re sults would then depend upon the operation of a transition broadening 

mechanism which allows small helical regions to exist at low ionic 

strength. The heterogeneity observed at low ionic strength inactiva

tions may be either in the gradual loss of these persistent helical 

regions along a molecule. or else in the presence of single-strand 

breaks surrounding regions of varyi ng ultimate stability. 
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APPENDIX ll. Media used in transforznation. 

Agar IIlediurn. Dileo neopeptone 30 g. 

Dileo yeast extract 12 g. 

NaCI (Reagent) 25.5g. 

Dissolve in two liters of distilled water, 

neutralize with NaOH to pH 7.0 to 7.4, siIIlIIler, filter off precipitate 

of phosphates, and add one liter IIlore distilled water. Make 1.5% 

bactoagar, autoclave 20 min at 1200
• For use. make 0.375,"0 glucose. 

Culture of large batches. SaIIle cOIIlposition and preparation as above 

(without agar), but with twice as much yeast extract. Supp1eIIlent with 

1:100 fresh yeast extract (vide infra). 

P !!lediuIIl: For culture of strains and for precultures in experiIIlents. 

Difco neopeptone 5. g. 

NaCl (Reagent) 4.2g. 

Dissolve in 500 rnl distilled water, autoclave 

at 1200 for 20 minutes. For use, to each 100 rnl add 0.1 m.1 1 F NaOH, 

0.125 rn1 10"0 glucose, and 8 rnl sterile charcoal-absorbed yeast ex

tract (vide infra). For culture of strains, use 5 rnl in tubes with 0.1 

rnl sterile rabbit blood*. incubate 1:20 inoculuIIl about 2 hours. 

NS medium: For competence cultures and DNA reaction solutions. 

Dilco neopeptone 30 g. 

Na2HPO 4 (lteagent) 19.9 g. 

CaC12 (Reagent) 100 IIlg. 

KCl (Reagent) 9 g. 

Dissolve in 2.5 liters distilled water. acidify 

with HCl to pH 3.4, and add 15 g. Norite A in [ive portions, stirring 

with each addition. Allow to atand in the cold for 2 hours, then filter 

to reIIlove charcoal. Reneutralize to pH 7.8 with NaOH. remove the 

precipitate by filtration, autoclave for 10 minutes and filter the new 

precipitate im.mediately. Complete the volume to 3 liters and sterilize 

*The blood is sterile, not the rabbit. 
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at 1200 for 20 minutes. 

For use, to each 300 ml add 24 rnl charcoal-absorbed yeast 

extract and 0.75 ml 100/0 glucose. Supplement with 1:100 fresh yeast 

extract. 

Albumin solutions;. To add to competence cultures. 

Make up 4% solutions of Armour Bovine Albumin, Fraction 5, 

List 2290. Bring to pH 2.5. Pipette into a sterile flask. put in 1000 

water bath for 18 minutes, then cool and store. For use, adjust pH 

to 7.4. 

Fresh yeast extract: To supplement cultures. especially those of 

aminopterin resistant mutant. 

Boil 1.5 liters of distilled water, pour over 1 lb Baker's yeast, 

heat for 5 minutes. then cool rapidly. Centrifuge and filter to sep

arate residue. then sterilize by filtration. 

DiLco yeast extract, absorbed on charcoal: For P and NS media. 

Difco yeast extract 50 g. 

Dissolve in 450 ml distilled water, bring 

pH to 3.0 to 3.2 with HCl, add 5 g. Norite A in 3 portions, filter. 

Neutralize to pH 7.8 with NaOH. rem.ove precipitate by filtration, 

bring to 500 m.l volume, and sterilize by filtration. 
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APPENDIX III. The Michaelis-Menton model applied to 

the transformation assay. 

We should like to discuss accurately the assay for the concen

tration of biologically active DNA by transformation. If one has a 

sample of DNA isolated from A. called DNA (A), and performs the 

transformation experiment with varying concentrations of DNA (A) 

at constant bacterial concentration, he finds typically that at low 

concentrations of DNA, the number of transformants is proportional 

to the concentration of DNA (A). However. at high DNA concentrations, 

the number of transformants reaches a limiting value independent of 

the DNA concentration. Hotchkiss (1957) found that addition of inactive 

thymus DNA lowered the number of transforrnants at this plateau, and 

that the plateau seemed therefore to be due to a competition for bact

erial binding sites by all DNA molecules. At lower DNA concentra

tions, the sites are'not saturated and active molecules are not ex

cluded by competition. 

When transforming DNA is inactivated by such treatment as 

thermal denaturation. it is found to have reduced activity in both the 

linear and plateau regions (Roger and Hotchkiss, 1961). and also to be 

bound less extensively by the cell at plateau concentrations (Lerman 

and Tolmach. 1958). Both of these reports contradict the model of 

the transformation system proposed by Hotchkiss, as we shall show. 

Fox (1957) determined that in his most active preparations of 
-15 pneumococcal DNA, 2.1xlO g. of DNA was irreversibly fixed for 

each transformant obtained. Less active samples required fixation 
-14 of as much as 1.2 xlO g. to give one transformante Since the DNA 

content of this strain of pneumococcus is 1.5 x 10-15 g •• and we assume 

that a particular determinant occurs only once per cell, then at max

imum efficiency a marker gives rise to a transformant more than 

50% of the times that it is fixed to a cell. Goodgal and Herriott (1956) 

found similar efficiency of transformation in H. influenzae. 

Lerman and Tolmach (1957) determined that the number of cells 

transformed is proportional to the amount of DNA irreversibly bound. 
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Therefore, it may well be that inactivation results in reduced activity 

simply because molecules can be fixed by cells less efficiently. Ler

man and Tolmach (1958) have measured b·:>th p32 incorp:>ration and 

transforming activity allegedly at plateau concentrations (however, 

vide infra) for pneumococcal DNA. At temperatures just below T 
---- m 
for marker inactivation, less in activity is several times as great 

as loss in incorporation. Above T • the losses in activity and incorp
m 

oration are comparable -- at least for the fast component of the 

reaction. 

Thus, it seems that the reduced activity of heated DNA is in 

part due to reduced binding efficient:y and also due to reduced effic

iency in producing a transformant once bound. Just before T , re
m 

duction in genetic efficiency must be the important factor, while 

above T , both genetic and binding efficiency are reduced. Our 
m 

interpretation of Lerman and Tolmach's experiments rests on the 

hypothesis that competition occurs only in binding, and not in genetic 

incorporation. This seems likely when we remember Fox's result 

that the binding of an entire bacterial complement of DNA to a cell 

usually results in a transformante 

Cavalieri and Rosenberg (1958) have written out a complete 

analysis of the transformation assay on the model proposed by Hotch

kiss -- a model similar to that of Michaelis-Menton kinetics. These 

authors include differences in binding ability between active and com

peting molecules, and the molecular weight dependence of binding, 

which goes to zero as the molecular weight approaches lx10
6 

(Litt, 

Marmur, Ephrussi-Taylor, and Doty, 1958). 

We should like to discuss the Hotchkiss model in simple detail 

for inactivation of DNA, ignoring molecular weight effects. Consider 

a sample of transforming DNA, homogeneous in molecular weight and 

in binding ability. Let XA be the mol fraction of genetically marked 

DNA, Xc the mol fraction of competing DNA, and X I= 1 - X A - Xc the 

mol fraction of inert material. D is the total DNA concentration. 

Take gA to be the probability that an A molecule will give a transform-
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ant once irreversibly fixed to the cell, with gA = 1 for native samples. 

Take E A and EC to be the binding efficiencies of A molecules and com

peting molecules, respectively, with E A = EC = 1 for native samples. 

The reaction scheme is 

B + A ~,,=~" BA ---';') (BA) - - - ~ transformants 

B+C ~--~ BC --")') (BC) - - - .. no transformants. 

If the number. of transformants is proportional to the velocity of 

the reactions producing (BA). since each assay is run for a fixed time, 

then the number of transformants is given by 

and the incorporation of p32 is given by 

1= 

Remembering that X A is much greater than Xc for an unfractionated 

sample, we can write the low DNA concentration (linear region) and 

high DNA concentration (plateau region) limits for transformants and 

for incorporation of p32. 

Linear region Plateau region 

gA EA XA 

ECXC 
T= 

1= 1 

Inspection of the behavior of these equations indicates that the 

following conditions must be true if this model is applicable: 

1. If the ratio of activities in two samples is the same in plateau 

and in linear regions (as reported for heat inactivation by Roger 

and Hotchkiss, 1961), then there must be no change in incorpora-
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tion of p32 in the linear region. 

2. The converse of 1 is true. 

= (D) '-. 

3 Th ' h' , t' f p32, h • ere 1S never a c ange 1n 1ncorpora lon 0 1n t e 

plateau region. 

4. One cannot distinguish in the inactivation of a marker between 

(a) decrease in g A alone 

(b) selective decrease in XA alone 

tc) selective decrease in E A alone; 

and these are the only changes which will allow the result of 

Roger and Hotchkiss to hold. 

5. If we accept Lerman and Tolmachts data on binding of p32 

we must first state that it was really obtained away from the 

plateau region (the DNA concentrations used are not stated ex

plicitly), and the,n we must say that there is no way to accoUnt 

for Roger and Hotchkiss' results. As pointed out by Roger and 

Hotchkiss, we cannot say that the residually active DNA is 

renatured. 

We must then say that the transformation assay does not allow 

us to make any conclusions about the type of changes in the active 

molecules which Qoave altered the activity of the sample. It is pro

bable that the model discussed here is incomplete or incorrect. and 

it is difficult to construct a more satisfactory one because of the lack 

of decisive experiments. 
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APPENDIX IV. Glossary of terms. 

Abbreviations: 

- loglO (Na +) 

- loglO {H+)F 

temperature of the midpoint of the transition 

mol fraction (guanine and cytosine). 

A T polymer: a high molecular weight polymer synthe sized by the DNA 

polymerase of Kornberg in the absence of primer. Though to have the 

Watson-Crick structure. with sequence A-T-A-T-A- - -. 

Autolysis: the lysis of a culture of bacteria at a certain state of growth 

without any known outside influences. 

Bacteriophage: a nucleoprotein particle which can attack susceptible 

bacteria. multiply in the bacterial cell. and cause its lysis; that is. a 

bacterial virus. 

Biological activity: for transforming DNA. the number of transformants 

produced per unit weight of DNA in the linear region of the assay. 

Boltzman factor: the Boltzman factor of an energy e is the exponential 

of _e_. where k is the Boltzman constant. 
kT 

Coil (random): a macromolecule consisting of many end-to-end seg-

ments whose joints are universal. 

Competence: the transient physiological state of transformable bacteria 

in which they can incorporate DNA and be transformed. 

Complementarity: the perfect pairing between two polynucleotide chains 

satisfying the Watson-Crick base pairing system. 

Conformation: one of the secondary structures of a macromolecule. 

Cooperative phenomenon: a process in which interaction energies be

tween molecules are more important than the self energies of molecules. 

Depurination: the loss of purines from D NA by breakage of the N-9 gly-
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cosidic bond. Polym.eric apurinic acid is form.ed. 

Ecteola cellulose: cellulose esterified with weakly basic groups which 

can be changed positively for chrom.atography of the DNA polyanion. 

Gene: in the sim.ple view, the segm.ent of DNA carrying the inform.a

tion required by a cell for a particular function; a m.arker. 

Histone: a protein found predom.inantly in nucleoproteins containing 

large am.ounts of the dibasic amino acid lysine. 

Hypochromicity: the reduction of form.al extinction coefficient of a 

substance without a large shift in wavelength of m.axim.um. absorption 

or in spectral form.. 

Hype rchro micity: increase of form.al extinction coefficient. 

Marker: see gene. 

Norm.al probability integral: the integral of the norm.al probability 

curve, having values from. 0 to 1. 

Phenotypic expression: the transfer of genetic inform.ation in a cell 

into the operation of the functions requiring it. 

Protoplast: A cell which has lost its cell wall and is contained only 

by a cytoplasmic m.em.brane. 

Sevag treatm.ent: deproteinization of a preparation of DNA by shaking 

with chloroform. and am.yl alcohol. 

Titer: the concentration of organism.s in a culture, per m.l. 
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IX. Proposi t ions 0 

I should like to point out that ~~ of the ideas contained i ~ 

these proposi tions c:mnot be simply attributed to me , because they were 

developed in discussions with several people, including No Davidson, 

J. Vinograd, Po Ts'o, J o D. Smith, Ao Roller, J o we i gle, D, 'wulff, H, 

Stewart, ~~d Ho Jensen o 

Proposition 1 0 The separa t ion of single-stranded polynucleotides by 

elec trophore tic mobili ty in the alkaline region sho'.lld permi t: (i) the 

isolation of the complementary strands of ¢X DNA and its r eplicating 

f actor, and any other pair of complementary strands suitaoly biased in 

thymine or guanine content, (ii) the rapid separation of 5-bromour~il 

labelled subunits" of hybrid DNA, enabling one to approach the analys is 

of the kine tics of subunit (strand) s eparation. 

m!A is a polyanion at neutral pH, carrying one nega ti ve charge on 

each phosphate group and about 104 phosphate groups per molecule. Tne 

negative charges are about half neutralized at 0 01 ionic strength, 

according to Jordan (1960 )0 DNA also contains two nucleotides out of 

every foar which are titrable in the alkaline region, namely ~in~ 

and guanine 0 In the monomeric state, these nucleotides have pK '3 near 
a 

10 , We see in figure A (Creeth, et al" 1949) that the effective oK 
- a 

of the polymer is near 11 0 The experiments on the alkaline denaturation 

of Ili'l'A indicate that above pi:! 11 the secondary bonding be tween the s tr',:;':'.D 

of the double helix is irrevers i bly broken, and presumably the str~~ds 

separate in the time required for them to unwind o This time is a s enui -

tive func t i on of the length of the strands, and may be a s long a s five 
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minutes for viral D!iAs. (Longuet-Higgins 1md Zimm, 1960 , ) 

In the alkaline region, .. e see in figure A that DNA has a particu-

larly high mobility o Furthermore, it has been r eported tha t monomeri c 

5-bromouracil has a uK 2 units below that of thymine. This analogue • a 

may be completely substituted for thymine in some viral DNAs . (Mesel-

son, unpublished worko) We estimate then that DNA (denatured) con-

taining 5-bromouracil instead of thymine .. ould show the dependence of 

elec trophoretic mobility on pH sketched in figure Ao 

Figure A. Titration and mobility of DNA in a lkaline region o 
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bacle ..0 • I -4 :::7 

ti tration, 0 1.5- .~.~ ~ I:T 

5-BU DNA. ~ . ' '" W -_ ... 0.0 
1.4 . 

8 10 12 
pH 

We propose to adapt the DNA electrophoretic technique which is 

being developed in this laboratory, and has been investigated by others o 

(See Jordan, 1960 0) We want to attack two problems: 

(i) o ~ separation of complementary strands o In a duplex DNA 

molecule, the Watson-Crick requirement does not set the mol fraction of 

one particular nucleotide in one strand equal to the mol fraction of 

that nucleotide in the other o Indeed in the one known case where one 

C1m determine the base compositions of strands 1 and 2, there is marked 

asymmetry. This case is that of the bacteriophage ¢X174, which contuins 

a single-stranded DNA molecule whose complement seems to exist in the 
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bacterial cell which replicates the phage. (Sinsheimer, 1959, ~d un

published work,) The composition of ¢X strands allows us to calculate 

the composition of its complement, replicating factor (RF)o 

¢X 

RF 

Adenine 

1000 

1.33 

Thymine 

1.33 
1000 

Guanine Cytosine 

0015 
0096 

We see that for ¢X, Thymine + Guanine ~ 2,31, while for RF, Thymine + 

Guanine = 10750 Thus, at full alkaline titration, we predict a differ

ence in mobility 8f 0.11 p/sec//volt/am, a difference which allows easy 

separationo It may well be that there exist other DNAs of similar bias 

in thymine or guanine content, For such cases, the experiment proposed 

here is at an advantage compared to other ways which might be suggested 

for separating the complements. Complement separation would allow us 

to answer several questions of current interest in molecular biology, 

but we shall not dwell on them hereo 

(ii)o Subunit separation ~ bromouracil substitution, In an 

experiment where one changes the isotopic composition of the medium 

in which bacteria are dividin«, one finds after one generation that all 

the molecules of DNA are isotopic hybrids - with one subunit old and 

one new, (Meselson and Stahl, 1956.) These subunits may well be the 

single strands of the Watson-Crick double helixo One can also make a 

hybrid with bromouracil in one subunit and thymine in ~~e other. Degrad-

ation of such substituted DNAs has been reported for thermal denaturation, 

but does not occur for formamide denaturation. 

We propose to separate the subunits after such a denaturation by 

electrophoresis around pH 10. From the estimated behavior of substi~~ted 

DNA in figure A, we predict a difference of 10;10 in the mobili ties of the 

two subunitso If we can resolve bands separated by 2 mm" we calculate 
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that we can observe separation in 1 minute at a field of 100 volts/ cm , 

-" To achieve a field this high at 10 ionic strength, allowing the 

cell to rise only 1 degree above ~~e cooling bath, we calcula te that we 

require an electrophoresis cell tube-shaped and of the order of 30 f in 

diametero 

Thus, by electrophoresis in the alkaline region, we can easily 

separate the complementary strands of DNAs biased in ~ine or guanine 

content, and we can, with difficulty, approach t he kinetics of the 

separation of the subunits of a ~ine-bromouracil hybrid molecule. 

Propos ition lo A model is proposed for the pneumococcal transformation 

system, maintaining the kinetic model of Hotchkiss (1957) but introducing 

the hypothesis tha.t the number of binding si tes available to den?,·~ured 

DNA is les8 than the number available to native o 

An experimental approach is suggested for the evaluation of this 

model, an approach which allows one to determine ch~~es in binding 

efficiency, in number of ava ilable sites, and in efficiency of genetic 

incorporationo 

With this information available, it is proposed furthermore to 

determine the efficiency ef gene tic incorporation for DNA molecules 

whose strands have been covalently l i nked together. 

In Appendix III of this thesis we have given a discussion of the 

transformation assay system, indicating the dilemma s we feel to be 

unresolved in this field o The discussion here must hinge on that in the 

interests of brevityo 

~ interpretation of ~ transformation assay systemo We begin by 
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accepting two unconfirmed experimen t,,-l fae ts: that pl a teau b indins is 

less for denatured Dl:A than for native (Lermal'1. al'1.d Tolmaoh, 1959); and 

that the relative activity T for a sample is the same in linee~ and pla-

teau regions (Roger and Hotchkiss, 1961). Letuus also use the kinetic 

scheme proposed by Hotchkiss (1957), modifying it only by considering 

differences in ave-ilable binding si teso 

We first postulate that, if Sn is the number of sites available to 

native DNA. in a competence oulture, then denaturp.d DNA of relative 

activity T oan be bound by only SeT) ; ~SnT sites. For example, a 

sample with only 10% activi ty may have only 10% as many available bbdiru; 

sites, with Kb ; 10 Perhaps it has 20% as many binding sites, with ~=2, 

In this case, it is only active at 10% because g = 0.5, where g is the 

efficiency of genetic incorporation once irreversibly boundo Clearly, 

-1 
Kb # g 

Secondly, we postulate that the binding efficiency for denatured 

DNA (its Michaelis constant in Hotchkiss' model) is lower than that for 

native, accounting for the reduced activity in the region of low DNl,. 

concentrations where the number of available sites is unimportanto We 

write for a sample of activi~J T that the binding efficiency is given by 

E(T) ; LE T, where E is the binding efficiency for native molecules. 
n n 

Again, a sample with 10% activity may be only 10% as efficient at irre-

versibly binding to a cell, with L = 1, or, it may have a binding effici-

ency of 20'/0 and g -1 Here L = g • 

Our model is testable on two grounds. First, it predicts that SeT) 

and E(T) decrease monotonically as T decreases, Secondly, it predicts 

that L = Ko0 This second prediction would not hold if there were 

competition on the level of genetic incorporation, .ompetition which 
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would make g in the linear region unequal to g in the plateau regi on , 

~ experimental t esting of this model e Rec ent experiments by 

Goodgal and Herriott (1961) on the transformation of hemophilus offer 

some evidence that not all the cells in a competence culture irreversibly 

bind lliiA c They calculate that between 2% and 7~h of the cells bind 

DNA irreversibly, on the basis of the discre pancy between the predicted 

and observed numbers of double transformantso To determine the distri-

bution of bound molecules over the populati ::m of cells would be diLicul t 

if not prohibitive. we can, however, evaluate our model by measuring 

changes in binding at low and at high DNA concentrations, as begun by 

Lerman and Tolmacho From the low concentration result, one can then 

unambiguously determine g. 

k determination of £.. for str3.l'ld-linked DNA , We know no'.; how to 

determine g, where g is the relative probabl i ty that a molecule irrever

s i bly bound to the cell will produce a transformant. It would be very 

interesting to determine this probability for a DNA molecule whose 

complementary strands were linked together by some strong bond, thereby 

preventing strand separation which may be a necessary part of replicetion. 

Genetic expression from this molecule ~lOuld have to t ake place ei ther b~' 

breakage or else by repl i ca tion not involving strand separation. 

Marmur and Grossman (1961) have evidence that extensive ultraviolet 

irradiation reduces the transforming activity of DNA to 1% and produces 

strong links between the subunits of hybrid DIIA. Geiduschek (1961) also 

reports the formation of cross-links, with nitrous acid t reatment or 

by reaction with a bifunctional mustard "EN-2." His nitrous acid treatrJE 

ment corresponds to 1% transforming activi ty also (1i tma."l and Ephrus s i

Taylor, 1959). The 1 ~~ acti vity in such sampl es may reside in r.1olecule s 
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which have not been strand-linkedo We propose to determine g for 

strand-linked molecules in the following way: 

One thermally denatures a sample of transforming illlA, bands it in 

the density gradient, and measures its specific g as a function of d~nsity. 

One then treats a sample of transforming DNA with a cross-linking agent, 

This sample is thermally deaa~ed in the same way as in the control, 

and also banded in the density gradient. Again one determines g as a 

function of densityo Molecules which are strand-linked have been sho~~ 

to renature readily, and so one can assi,n an increase in activity in 

the native density region to strand-linked molecules. 

In summary, we have proposed an analysis of the transformation 

assay, and an experimental evaluation of this analysis. If one can 

understand the assay in sufficient detail, he can determine the effici

enay of genetic incorporation for strand-linked DNA, an experiment that 

may be difficult but is also interesting. 

Proposi tion 20 Forbes and Templeton (1957, 1958) have reported that 

the 2300 ~ absorption band of benzoic acid does not obey Beer's law in 

cyclohexane solution. The formal extinction coefficient increases with 

increasing concentration with a small red shift in the absorption maxi

mum 0 These workers attribute this effect to dimer formationo 

We proplse that this is so and that it can be explained on the 

coupled oscillator model ot Tinoco (1960, 1961). We predict that this 

effect should be peculiar to dimers which are oriented in the rigid way 

required in benzoic acid dimers o Order-of-magnitude calculations indi

cate that this is weak to intermediate couplin« by the criterion of 

Simpson and Peterson (1957) and that a 50;; change in formal extircction 
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coefficient is to be expected on dimerization , It is suggested that t.'1e 

existence of this coupling and the long life of the dimer in solution 

make this system an interesting and fairly simple system for the study 

of energy transfer between molecules in solution. 

The data of Forbes and Templeton does not include the precise 

concentrations of benzoic acid for t.~e dilution series they report. 

Furthermore, their reported formal extinction coefficients do not agree 

with that reported in Landolt and Bornstein (1951) , '.,[e can only estimate 

the reference concentra tion within a factor of two from their data. From 

this estimate, we can use the equilibrium constant for dimer formation 

measured in CC1
4 

by !'laier and Rudolph (1957) I Kf C 1 x 105 M-1 o \:;e 

calculate the concentrations of monomer and dimer in the measurements of 

Forbes and Templeton . 

cone. (F) £ (Obs)X10-3 },(max) R (Dimer) (Honomer) 

1x10-5 " -6 r 

11.9 2280 -0 3.3x10 N 3.3x10 

4x10-5 12.9 2300 1.8x10-5 4.4x10 -6 

4%10-4 200x10-4 
r 

13 07 2310-20 -0 400x10 

Taking 1307x10' as the formal extinction coeff icient for the dimer, 

we calculate from the low concentration result that the monomer has p~ 

>: 
extinction coefficient of 803x10/. This of course rests on the ass~~p-

tions that we have chosen the correct equilibrium constant and estirrated 

the reference concentration well o 

Tinoco has sho'offl how the weak coupling of oriented oscillators can 

produce changes in intensity of absorption in electronic bands without 

1-1 

large shifts in the energy of the transition o Tinoco uses a point di ~ole 

approximation in calculating the interaction between two chromophores o 

We have decided that one cannot pl ,.ce this point-di pole at the center 
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of gravity of the electronic charge distribution, since the two chror.'lo-

phores are separated by a distance less than the dimensions of their 

1f-electron systemsc We have arbitrarily ~~en the equivalent point 

dipoles at the positions shown in figure B, 5 i apart. This step must 

be considered quite approximate but necessary at this extent of our 

knowledt;e. 

To calculate the expected change in intensity of absorption for 

the benzoic acid dimer, we first note that the resonance between the 

carboxyl group and the aromatic ring prevents rotation about the ring-

to-carboxyl bond, and the tandem hydrogen bond formation shown to exist 

in the crystal structure of benzoic acid prevents rotation of one monomer 

with respect to the other. Secondly, we state that the 2300 i transition 

in benzoic acid is a~-~* transition, the counterpart of the 2040 ~ 

* transition in benzene, We expect a second1r-11" transition with a max-

imum at 2040 R in benzoic acid, the counterpart of the strong 1840 ~ 

band in benzeneo It is common to find the transition directions of two 

such bands not only in the plane of the ring but also perpendicular to 

one anothero We have taken the transition direction of the 2300 R band 

along the axis of the dimer, and that of the 2040 R band perpendicular 

to that axiso Integration of the absorption spectrum of benzoic acid i n 

Landolt and Bornstein gives an f-number for the 2300 R band of 0033. On 

the basis of a series of benzene derivatives studied by Platt and Klevens 

(1948) we take an f-number for the 2040 ~ band of 1.00 

We can calculate the dipole-dipole interaction energy for our 5 ~ 

separation (Pitzer, 1953). -1 This gives a value of 2400 cm ,somewhat 

less than the vibronic halfwidth of the 2300 ~ band, which is 3500 cm- 1o 

This result, by the criterion of Simpson and Peterson, assures us that 
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the coupling is weak or intermediate, and that we can use Tinoco's 

trea tmen t for the ch,.nge in in tensi ty, 

The ma.gni tude of the change in intensity due to the weak coupling 

of oscillators is given by 

Foa 
f oa 

G
i 

,eioe ,f I). 2; 
,12 ,J o~ oa 
~oa - ). oat 

where K involves universal constants, F is the oscillator strength for oa 

the dimer, f that for the monomer, oa is the 2,00 ~ transition, oa' the oa 

2040 ~ transi tion, ~d Gij the dipole interaction quanti ty given by 

G =[~,o~,- ,(e,o~")(~.'i~")l 1 ,whereiandJ' ij 1. J 1 1,) J 1J ~ 
r", r/, 

lJ 1J 
refer to the two cr~oDophores and the e's are unit vectors in the direc-

tion of the transition momentso 

F We calculate a value of ~ = 1,22 on our modele From our analysis 
f 

of the data of Forbes and Temp1:ton, we have a value of 1065, and 80 we 

are encouraged that Tinoco's treatment can account for the order of 

magnitude of the increase in formal extinction coefficient of benzoic Qcid 

on dimerization. 

The apparent existence of coupling between the two chromophores in 

this dimer suggests that it may be possible to find efficient energy 

transfer in solution when dimers are formed between benzoic acid and 

another aromatic carboxylic acid. The rate of dissociation of the dimer 

o 6 -1 ( ) in CC14 at 20 is 5 x 10 sec Maier and Rudolph • The 10w-lyil",J' trip-

let states of benzoic acid have been reported by Porter and Windsor (1958). 

In summary, we propose that the change in formal extinction coef1i-

cient on dimerization of benzoic acid can be explained by weak coupling 

between the chromophoreso This system might offer a simple model for 

such coupling and for the study of the energy transfer it permi tso 
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Figure B. Structure and assumed equivalent point dipoles for 

electronic transitions in benzoic acid dimer o 

Proposition!o An experiment is suggested whereby one can determine 

whether a polynucleotide molecule is single-stranded, on the basis of 

the assumption that such a molecule will always give two particles when 

a 32p decays in its phosphodiester linkage , This assureption predicts 

the rate of chang~ of the number of particles for a sample lightly doped 

wi th 32p if one lmows the absolute activity of the 32p , The oDservaticn 

of this rate of change in particle number is not straightforward, and 

electron microscopy tecr~iques are probably not yet suitable. An auto-

radiographic technique for particle counting is suggested, a technique 

which differs from those in use by employing a metal ion autcradiogr a ph-

ic stain rather than incorporated label which would interfere with the 

experi3ent proposed , This suggested technique has several difficult 

aspec ts o 

Criterion for single-strandedness in polynucleotides o In the absence 

of aggregation between molecules and internal 

stranded polynucleotide will s plit every time 

hydrogen bonding, a single-

32 a P in its backbone 

decays. Biological evidence indicates that the efficiency for splitting 

a double-stranded molecule may be around 0.1. 
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Let us assi.l:ne ·.le have a method for cO'J.nting particles, Li:1d that the 

aggregation problems ~~d internal hydrogen bonding problems have been 

accounted foro Then we can perform the following experiment o ~ie lightly 

label one subunit of a density hybrid of DNA with 32p , We isolate t."tis 

subunit after a mild denaturation treatment, and at time t - 0 we mea

sure the absolute activity of 32p in the sample o Knowing the half-life 

of 32p , we then know the activity at any time o The number of particles 

in unit weight of the sample at time t is equal to the number of particles 

32 at t - 0 plus the number of P decays between times taO and t, if the 

subunit is indeed single-strandedo If the molecule is multi-stranded, 

the rate of change in the number of particles will be much smaller th~~ 

l,i',i s, It is clear that this analysis will not only depend on developr:.ent 

0: the experimental approach to counting particles, but also is linited 

by the correction to the statistics because there is a minimum-sized 

piece which can be detected. The autoradiographic technique of Levin-

thaI and Thomas (1957), for example, has only been able to detect pieCeS 

larger than 107 in molecular weight, 

The importance of this experiment arises from the controversy over 

the strandedness of the replieation subunit. The work of Cav~lieri, et 

al. (1961) indicates that the subunit is not a single strand. but is 

a Watson-Crick double helix! There is evidence against this point-of-

view (Schildkraut, et al., 1961)0 Experiments to determine the stranded-

ness by the kinetics of enzymatic hydrolysis suffer from many drawbacks, 

and experiments to'measure the mass-to-length ratio by electron micro-

scopy not only suffer from the pitfalls of this technique, but also c~n 

only be applied to molecules in their t,,·o- (or four-)stranded stage. Our 

proposed experiment enables one to look at the subunits after they are 
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separated, so that one i s not confronted. with the possibili ty tn'l.t the 

sutuni ts separate during the observationo 

Techni cal problems. The analysis outlined depends first upon 

abolition of aggregation and intramolecular hydrogen bonding. We propose 

to attack this problem in our procedure by using very dilute solutions 

(ca. 10-10 F (p» and we can al so work in the alkaline region and at low 

ionic strength until the particles are plated , After particl es are 

fixed for observation, whether by electron microscopy or by autoradio-

graphy, we need not worry about these e f fects o 

The use of electron microscopy for observation of these particl ~ s is 

limi ted by the sampl ing artifacts. Denatured DNA appears as small s ;;heres, 

and to count these requires very clean preparation o Furthermore, both 

the streaking meth9d of Beer (1 961) and the selection of fiel ds for 00-

servation seem to involve bias in favor of native molecules. Develop-

ment may remove these objeotions, but we alternatively suggest an auto-

radiographic method. 

Briefly, one would take a dilute solution of the particles to be 

counted, spread it on a very thin cellulose sheet, wash with an auto

radiographic staining solution of~-emitting cations which are strengly 

bound to DNA, wash a'"ay the unbound cations, and then make an emulsiun 

sandwich. Af ter exposure and development, one would then count tne num-

ber of stars in the emulsion o Sampling errors could be eliminat ed by 

using polystyrene latex spheres (10 f) for reference (Levinthal and 

Thomas) 0 

We can estimate the volume of r esolution from the volume reported 

by Levinthal and Thomas, and calcul a te a volume 10 f x 50 r x 50 Fe 70 

have an average of 4" molecule per volume of resolution, we need 11 D:~A 
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conc "-ntra t l" on o f' C d. . 10-10 F (p). Th " ".-. ~. _ 1 1 S concen tra tlon r e:J.uces two }Jro-

babili ty of hhvil".g t~!O p0.I'ticles of molecular weight 107 in one volume 

of resolution to 2 , 4%. However, the binding constants for i ons such 

as Ag+ are of the order of 107 M-1 at 0,1 ionic strengtho To achieve 

significant ion-bind ing, one may need to work at very low ionic streng ths 

... 
or perhaps stain with an ethanol solution of a cation such as Ag 0 

One can obtain 111 Ag carrier-free, for S5.00 per millicurie, at 

activities above 0 . 05 mC/ml as AgNO~ . It has a 7 05 d half-life and 

emits primarily a 1 . 06 MeVr-ray. These characteristics are all Quite 

suitable , 

If one counts only stars with 100 or more rays to avoid backgro\md 

artiL .. cts, and has 10% labelling of a DNA particle, then he can rletect 

a piece as small ~s 6 x 105 molecular weight in 7.5 days. Thi s minimum 

size is 27~ of the predic ted single-s trand size for D;{A from phage, 

and so only 45'~ of the 32p decays in stral'lds of this size will f",il to 

give observable pieces , ~e dope at a concentration of 4 32p ato~s 

molecule 0 

We finally mention that development of an a~toradiographic tecr~iQue 

such as that outlined here will enable one to determine number-average 

molecular weights f or samples of molecular weight above 106• 

We have proposed an experiment which critically tests whether a 

polynucleotide molecule is single-stranded. In lieu of electron micro-

scope observation of the number of particles, we have proposed an ~uto-

radiographic techniQue for counting particles c This s~'gested technique 

may encounter difficul ty in avoiding aggrega. tion and in ge tting exten-

sive ion binding at very low m;A concentrations. 
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Proposition ,20 Techniques are being developed f or the microtome slicing 

of long DNA molecules a To reduce the statistical degeneracy of the seg-

ments obtained, one not only must align the molecules parallel to one 

another but also with their ends in register , It has been suggested that 

the placing of their ends in register might be accomplished by attaching 

a li pid group on the ends of the DNA molecules and aligning them at an 

aqueous-organic interface. We propese that the DNA polymerase of Adler, 

et al. (1958) be used to attach a nucleotide analogue to the ends of D:l;,. 

molecules , This analogue will permit the subsequent selective attuchroent 

of a group such as the stearyl group. We propose that such a method of 

attack will enable one to eliminate molecules which have not been put in 

register, and that one can subsequently determine in the slicing step how 

efficient this means of aligning molecules ha s beeno 

The microtome slicing of macromolecules is a problem being attacked 

in this laboratory, and certainly is far from being solved. In this 

sense, this proposal is precocious , It is suggested in order to be able 

to reduce the statistical degeneracy of slicing to two or one, depending 

upon whether the ends of the DNA molecules are dis tinguishable , 

Let us assume that we can place a lipid group on one or both ends of 

this polyelectrolyte o Such a molecule will migrate to the interface 

between its aqueous solution and an oil layer above . The lipid group will 

tend to lie in the or~~ic phase, and the polyelectrolyte in the aqueous 

phase . If the lipid group, such as the stearyl group, has a solubility 

ratio of 107 between these phases, we calculate that the orientation ener-

gy is of the order of 20kTo Such a si tua tion not only places the (1Od8 of 

the DNA molecules in register, it also allows one to orient the macro~ol e-
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-cules parallel to one anotier by reducing the area of the interfaceo 
2 

Stearic acid has a cross-section of about 20 R in a Langmuir experi-
2 

ment (Harkins, 1952), while that of illiA should be at least 300 j c If 

lipid groups are attached to either end indi~criminately, molecules will 

be oriented in either direction" A few will have lipid groups on both 

ends and be oriented hair-pin fashiono Both of these situations produce 

a two-fold degeneracy when we proceed to slice segments" 

This approach enables one to eliminate molecules which have not 

reacted by ul tracentrifugationc Molecules with stearyl groups on therr! 

at the interface have a net force up, even if they weigh 107 and are 

centrifuged at 40,000 rprno This force, due to the rapid change in chem-

ical potential felt by the stearyl group as it passes through the inter-

face, Is an order 9f magnitude lar~r than the ~&Titational force for 

a solubility ratio of 107 and an interface thickness of 100 Ro Thus, 

we can eliminate molecules which have no end-group simply by placing 

this interface system in the ultracentrifuge, 

The specific attachment of a lipid group to the ends must rest on 

the specificity of the reaction reported by Adler, et alc (1958)0 Tney 

found that native ~fA in the presence of one nucleotide triphosphate, 

++ 
the DNA polymerase, and Mg ,incorporated 1 labelled nucleotide per 

thousand in the moleculeo Analysis of the nearest-neighbors of these 

added nucleotides showed that sometimes a few nucleotides were added, 

especially in the case of cytidine triphosphate. It seems then that this 

enzyme offers high specificity for the ends of DNA. molecules, 

The range of nucleotides which can undergo this reaction is not 

known 0 One must find an analogue of a naturally occ'.lI'ring nucleotide to 

maintain the specificity established by the enzymatic reactiono ~e 3U~-
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-gest that a very suitable interm<ediate would be a thymine or cytosine 

nucleotide triphosphate substituted in the 5-position by an aliphatic 

amino groupo The acylation of free nucleotides takes place only at very 

high temperatures (Ts'o, unpublished work), while the acylation of ali

phatic amino groups, such as € -amino lysyl groups in proteins, bkes pb.ce 

in aqueous solution at low temperatureso ~nis procedure would seem there

fore to be able to maintain the specificity established by the DNA poly-

meraseo wnether an analogue such as this could be inco!':;:ora ted is not 

known 0 If not, then one must find a simpler analogue containing a 

substi tuent which allows the introduction of this aliphatic amino group. 

we lack information o~ these sortsof syntheses in pJTimidineso 

The use of this reacticn of the DNA polymerase for end-group attach

ment allows us to /test the efficiency of aligning moleeules during the 

slicing stepo One can incorporate labelled nucleotides, and then mo~i

tor the appearance of label in the slice segments 0 

Vie then have proposed the use of the D:lA polymerase for establish

ment of specific end-group attachment to DNA molecules. 'we have shown 

that the ultimate attachment of a "tearyl group allows one to eliminate 

unreacted molecules by ultracentrifugation. We have mentioned a type of 

analogue which will permit attachment of a stearyl group through acylation 

of aliphatic amino groups. we have jndicated how one can evaluate the 

efficiency of orientation of these molecules at ~~ aqueous-organic inte~

face. 
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